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PORTRAIT UNVEILING-A portrait of the late Dennis Taylor, principal of Carter School, was given to the children
of Carter School by the Parent-Teacher Association on May 25. Each classroom and the many friends of Mr. Taylor
who came by to see the portrait that day were served refreshments by the PTA. Pictured left to right are Roy Hat-
ton, Marjorie Hatton, artist, Valerie, Steven, and Thomas Hatton, students at Carter School, Maxine Ryan, acting prin-
cipal, Willina Hall, his secretary, Jo Schultz, and Fred Schultz, superintendent of Murray City Schools.
Photo bv Mary Ann Carter
Lassiter Sustains City
Motion In Fish Kill Suit
i iow ay County Circuit Judge
Jaities M. Lassitenhas handed down an
order that, at this time, dismisses a suit
filed against the city of Murray over an
alleged fish kill in the Clark's River.
The Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife, plaintiffs in the suit filed
here earlier this month, will have 20
days in which to respond to Lassiter's
order.
When contacted about his opinion this
morning, Judge Lassiter said that the
demand in the suit "did not. meet the .
statutory language."
Anyone disct,arging a substance
into a stream is 'liable for the cost of
restocking the fish and Miner forms of
life killed )," Lassiter said.
Lassiter indicated that the $5,052.48
damages Asked in the suit also includes
the cost of investigating the fish kill,
'which cannot be recovered under
language of the state law. He noted
that the cost of the actual restocking is
not specified in the complaint.
Another point in question concerning
the city is that the members of the
Murray Common Council were named
as 'commissioners" not council
Local Unemployment Rate Drops
Calloway County's unemployment
figures for April reflect a drop of 2.1 per
cent, according to figures released by
the Department for Human Resources.
The rate for Calloway County for the
month of April is 4.5 per cent, compared
to 6.6 per cent in March.
Calloway County still remains above
the state unemployment average of 4.4,
per cent, however, and also is above the
Western Kentucky average of 4.0 per
cent.
Western Kentucky's unemployment
figures for April reflect a drop of 1.2 per
cent, compared to 5.2 per cent in the
month of March.
Marshall County had the highest
unemployment level in the area at 7.5
per cent, and Ballard County's 2.2
represents the lowest area level, ac-
cording to Robert Mac Donald, chief
labor analyst for the Department for
Human Resources.
Graves County had a 6.8 per cent
rate. • d,own from 9.5 in March;-
McCracken had a 3.6 rate, down from
4.5 in March; Marshall was 7.5, down
from 10.5 in March; and Trigg had a
rate of 4.1 per cent, down from 5.4 in
March.
- The total number of unemployed in
the area was estimated to be 9,878.
Mayor Not Sure If Beverly Hills Supper
I Club Was Inspected For Code Violations
SOUTHGATE, Ky. (AP) - Mayor
Ken Paul said today he is unsure the
Beverly Hills Supper Club had been
inspected for fire code violations within
the last year.
After Saturday night's fire at the
nightclub which killed 160 persons, Paul •
originally said he would have known of
any violations from an inspection
within the last six months.
Now, he says he's not sure if it was
done within the last year and refused to
answer questions about city
regulations.
"I'm not sure. I'm just not going to
say ahything that's not true. We're'
reviewing our records and the law,"
Paul said 414ring a news conference
today.
Two Murray residents were killed in
the fire and two others were injured.
Funeral services for one of the vic-
tims, Don Grogan of 1627 Loch Lomond
were held Monday afternoon and
funeral services for the other local
victim, Ann Stations of 1503 Cardinal,
were held today.
Injured in the fire were Mr. and Mrs.
Joe McCoart of 300 S. 5th St. McCoart
was hospitalized with injuries received
in the fire and was released from the
hospital Monday._ Mrs. McCoart was
treated and released following the fire.
The McCoarts, Grogan and Mrs.
Stallons were accompanied to the
supper club by McCoart's sister and
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. James
Lyon of Ft. Mitchell, Ky., who also
perished in the blaze. Funeral services
for the Lyon Couple will be held in
Erlanger Thursday. (Obituaries on
Page 10.)
inside today
Paul, Kentucky State Police Com-
missioner Ken Brandenburgh and
Southgate City Atty. Albert H. Root
said they would decline comment on the
regulations for four or five days.
Southgate Fire Chief Dick Riesen-
berg said he is -absolutely certain" the
nibble of what was one of the Midwest's
slickest nightspots on a 17-acre bluff
across the Ohio River from Cincinnati
will yield no more victims.
The.cause of the fire is undetermined.
"You can't expect us to come up with
any possible explanations until at least
the end of the week," Brandenburgh
said.
Investigators have tenatively ruled
out earlier theories that the fire started
in a basement generator or leaking oil
tank, but have said nothing about why
the fire spread so quickly.
"They told us to leave. We got up. Wc
noticed smoke, and then, wham; fire all
around," said a survivor from the
Cabaret Room. Some say the flames
moved like a flash through the air
conditioning ducts and broke out
through all the walls simultaneously.
One angle the commissioner and
local officialls are checking closely is a
charge of overcrowding in the Cabaret
Room at the club, which could seat
1,400. Sketchy reconstruction of the fire
shows that most of the victims died
trying to get out of the giant showroom
where singer John Davidson was to
have appeared only minutes after
flames were observed.
Remaining records of the club have
been confiscated by authorities. Among
them were the water-soaked and tat-
tered guest lists that Southgate Mayor
Ken Paul studied, handing them over to
the patrol chief one at a time
Family Tax Burden In Kentucky
Ranks Close To National Average
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API - The
family tax burden in Kentucky ranks
close to the national average and is well
below at the $5,000 annual income level,
according to the state Revenue
Department.
The latest statistics show that the
total taxes per capita paid by a Ken-
tuckian in 1974 amounted to $78.
The figure is based on studies un-
dertaken in 1968 and three years ago by
Dr. Stephen Lile, an economics
professor at Western Kentucky
University.
The Revenue Department said the
1974 study already is somewhat out-
dated, but that developments since then
point to even slightly less of a family
tax burden compared with other states
One Section - 10 Pages
The fire at the Beverly Hills Supper Club Saturday,
which left two Murrayans dead and injured two others,
also created a nightmare at the home of columnist M. C.
Garrott, who feared his daughter was also in attendance.
Garrott describes the drama in Garrott's Galley on
today's Opinion Page, page 4.
clearing
Clearing with a slight chance of
a thundersfiower tonight, low
around 60. Mostly sunny, cooler












Deaths & Funerals 10
This is probably. because of the in-
crease in the coal severance tax
enacted by the 1976 General Assembly
That levy rose from 4 per cent to 4.,5
per cent and is what the profession calls
an export tax - customers outside
Kentucky pay most of it.
tale's study included at least sever.
categories of taxes: state individua
income, local income or occupational.
state sales and use, local sales.
residential property, motor vehicle and
cigarette.
"While these are not all the taxes
paid by families, they do afford the
basis for a quantitative comparison,"
the Revenue Department said in a
report.
The agency summarized these fin-
dings:
See TAXES,
Page 10. Column 6
Local Artist To Be
Among Those At Festival
GOLDEN POND, KY. - Inez.
Goodman paints mostly country
scenes, farm chores, old cars, and
harvest fruit. "Things that have meant
a lot to me," she said.
"I painted a picture of a woman
churning butter one time, and it
reminded me so much of my mother
that I couldn't sett it for a long tinic.-
she said.
Mrs. Goodman, a resident of Murray
is one of the more than 200 local artist
and craftsmen that will display theii
work at the 8th annual Arts and ('rafts
Festival at Land Between The lakes.
June 25-26, 1977.
Mrs. Goodman said she started
painting after she married her
husband, J. C.-Goodman, an artist who
will also be exhibiting -Ms work at the
festival.
Mrs. Goodman said her first pa4nting
project was a fire screen for her home
"The bug bit me then, and I had to do
more."
She describes her work as primitive
and says she sometimes has trouble
painting scenes, such as those depicting
farm chores, because she has nothing to
go by except her memory 1 try to do
the best I can, the way I remember,"
she said.
The Arts and Crafts Festival,
sponsored by the Murray Art Guild and
the Tennessee Valley Authority, will be
held in the Environmental Education
Center in land Between The LakeS,
located in the northern portion of the
area. The event will include display and
sale of paintings, pottery, stitchery,
and other craft items.
A special feature of this year's
festival will be a juried section for two-
dimensional paintings of any medium.
Dr. Robert Head, chairman of the Art
Department at Murray .State
University'. will judge the entries. The
festival is free and open to the public 9
a.m, to dusk both days.
For additional information, contact
TVA, land Between The lakes, Golden
Pond, KY 42231. telephone 502-924-5602
member; That point is technically in
ei ror, Lassiter added.
The fish kill occurred, the Dept. of
Fish and Wildlife claims, when a pump
failed at the Murray Water and Sewer
Systems Bee Creek pumping station,
dumping sewage into the East Fork of
the Clarks River.
Paul Gaines, attorney for the fish
commission, said following the filing of
the suit that the commission claims the
kill resulted in the loss of 14,000 fish, of
several different varieties.
The Murray City Council, at its
regular meeting on May 12, approved a
recommendation from City Attorney
Wells Overbey that the city not pay the
claim. Overbey advised the council that
the view of his observations he "could




A 16-year old Mayfield youth ac-
cidentally drowned Monday at Ken-
tucky Lake, icCording to Marshall
County Coroner Jess Collier. , •
Collier 4dentified the youth as
William C. Billy Riley, Jr., 321 North
Street in Mayfield.
Riley apparently drowned while on a
family outing one-half mile north of
Eggner's Ferry Bridge on the Trigg
County side of the lake, just before two
p. m.
Collier said the youth had been
swimming with some other boys prior
to that time. Members of the Marshall
County Rescue Squad were calledto the
scene and the body was located at about
3:15 p. m.
The cause of death was listed as
accidental drowning by Collier.
Riley was a student at Mayfield High
School, where he would have been a
senior next year. Survivors include his
parents, Mr. And Mrs. William C. Riley,
o. Sr.; a sister, Sherese Dawn Riley; and
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Coy Riley
,of Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Crittendon of Newport, Ky.
Funeral services will be Wednesday
at 11 a. m. at St. Josephs Catholic
Church in Mayfield, with interment in
St. Josephs Cemetery. Rosary will be
said tonight at 7:30 p. m. at Roberts
Funeial Home. in Mayfield. N**
The senior Riley is the owner of the
Downtowner Barber Shop, located on
Main Street, in Murray.
the plaintiff in this action any money
whatsoever."
Judge Lassiter's ruling on a motion
filed by the city that the suit be
dismissed says, in part:
"1. The Court is of the opinion that the
defendants' motion as to the
designation of the parties defendant as
City Commissioners incorrectly
denotes the official position occupied by ,
each such named part; and defendants'
motion should be and the same is,
therefore, sustained as to those in-
dividual defendants.
'2. Defendants' motion grounded
upon the failure to state a valid cause of
action under the terms of Kentucky
Revised Statutes Chapter 150 is
sustained. The Court is of the opinion
that the allegations of the Complaint
are insufficient to state a cause of
action under said statute and par-
ticularly under_ the penalty provisions
of the statute as set forth in KRS
150.990(4).
"3. It is further ordered that plaintiff
be granted twenty days from and after
this date within which to file any
amendment to the Complaint which
they desire to file."







The staff of professional clinicians
from many states includes national
champions, dancing teachers, drill
instructors, contest judges, and band
directors.
. Applications or additional in-
formation about the camp may be
obtained by writing to: Summer Youth
Program, Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071.
Marion Woodall, University of
Alabama majorette and former
Alabama State Twirling Champion, will
be a guest instructor at the Heart of
Dixie Half-Tune Camp at Murray State.
University June 19-23.
Conducted as part of the Summer
Youth Program-on- thelcampus, the
camp will be directed by Shirley and
Jack DeVenney, both well known
teachers.
Classes are scheduled for beginner,
intermediate, and advanced level
majorettes, drum majors, flags, rifles,
dance and drill, color guard, and
twirling for featured
Mrs. Inf./ Goodman sits among some of the work she will display at the
8th annual Arts and Crafts Festival to be held at TVA's Landfietween The
takes, TVA's 170,000-acre public outdoor area in western Kentucky and
Tennessee, June 25-26, 1977. The festival, to be located in the En-
vironmental Education Center in the northern portaln of the demon-
stration area, will be open from 9 a.m. to dusk both days. Mrs. Goodman is
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Adams -Fiveash Vows
Solemnized May 14
The wedding Of Miss Beverly Adams, daughter of Mrs.
Samuel S. Adams, 110 North Tenth Street, Murray, and the
Late Mr. Adams, to Lee Fiveash, son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
James G. Fiveash of Grand Junction, Tn., was solemnized on
Saturday, May 14.
• The double ring ceremony was read at four p. m. at the
chapel of the Fairview United Methodist Church, fir-
nungham, Ala., with the Rev. M. J. McElhany officiating. he
altar was adorned with arrangements of white daisies flanked
by candles.
- Following the ceremony a reception was held at the church,
and the couple left for a short wedding trip. They aN. now at
home at 1620 Fourteenth Avenue South, Apartment 3T, Bir-
mingham, Ala.
Attending the wedding from Murray were the bride's







FOR WEDNESDAY, JUNE 1,
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
- the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to At 20) er&CA
Self-reliance should be your
keyword now. Don't let others
do your thinking for you.
Neither let anyone sway you
from a worthwhile course.
TAURUS
I Apr. 21 to May 21)
Day calls for your steadiest
heart and hand. Don't try to
swim against the tide and don't
try to force issues.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) 1111119-
Your competition will be keen
now, but the challenge should
prove stimulating. A good
chance to display your
ingenuity and know-how.
CANCER -
(June 22 to July 23
By- interpreting situations
arbitrarily, you may miss in-
tended meanings. • Do not
hesitate to call in clever




(July 24 to Aug. 23) .1244A
Some requests may annoy,
but think than over carefully.
Compliance COULD prove
profitable in the Ring run - and
bring you satisfaction as well.
VIRGO
-(Aug.- 24 to Sept. 23) -11-011.
Survey chances: some should
be rewarding. Plan on some
'expansion but curtail 'where
necessary. Get your picture .in
focus, and you will benefit later.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. zt) art
Pitch into activities With
verve, confidence, your usual
know-how. If new propositions
are made, however, give them
careful study. Don't be caught
off guard by surface glitter.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) , nt,f4V•
Routine, the things you
planned and expected would rim
"just so," may suffer a setback.
Take in stride, however, and go
on to something else until
1977
"clouds" lift and you get a
better perspective.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You can make a bright new
place for yourself with a little
more diligence and a gracious
demeanor. Use a practical
arena for trying out ideas
before putting them into effect.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) xra
If you happen to get a late
start, pick up your pace as you
go along, Your fine mind and
quick comprehension of unusual
-situations should be stimulated
now.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Influences favorable in part,
but day requires more effort,
steady application of your skills
and knowledge. Cooperation
with right forces vital.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C.
Excellent Neptune influences.
An encpuraging period! Bolster
your self-confidence, your
powers of concentration, and be
patient for the results which
WILL come.
YOU BORN TODAY are
extrerly versatile and can
build a luminous career in any
one of many fields:, could even
make an avocation highly
remunerative. Your in-
dividualism is outstanding arid
you have the ability to attract
people to you on_ _sight, You love
travel for: its own sake; could,
therefore, succeed in any line
which involves both travelling
and dealing with great 'numbers
of persons. You are endowed
' with a remarkably retentive
memory and would make a
most successful journalist or
writer on almost any subject.
Other fields in which you could_
shine: Music, the stage (as
actor, playwright or director),
aviation or any of the com-
munications media. Birthdate
of: Brigham Young, leader of
the Mormons; John Masefield,
Eng. poet laureate, novelist,
playwright:- Marilyn Monroe,
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Morgan field Woman Winner
Of State Cooking Contest
Marilyn Baird of
Morganfield has a recipe for
cooking chicken that mag win
$10,000.
Winner of the state cook-off
held recently at Shelbyville
Road Mall, :Louisville,
Marilyn will represent
Kentucky at the 1977 National
Chicken Cooking Contest, July
27 in Jackson, Mias. There
Mrs. Baird's recipe for Lime
Broiled Chicken, will compete
with fifty others, one from
each state and the District of
Columbia, for the grand prize
ef $10,000.
- Runner-up in the state
competition was Clyde E.
Shaw of Louisville: Mr. Shaw
prepared Special Chicken for
the jukes during the one day
event in which there were four
finalists.
In addition to preparing her
own recipe at the national
cook-off, all national finalists
in Jackson will be entertained,
including tea at the Gover-
nor's mansion, and on closing
night an awards and reception
and dinner, climaxed with a
champagne party. The
cooking will take place in the
Mississippi Coliseum in.
Jackson.
A panel of well-known food
experts will select winning
• dishes in the 29th annual rook-
off. In - addition-IV-The first
prize of $10,000, there will be
another $10,000 in prizes
divided -among four runners-
up. •
The National Chicken
Cooking Contest is sponsored
by the National Etioiler
:Council, and the maker -al
Ac'cent flavor enhancer, and
the maker of Mazola corn oiL
- - Every finalist in the
national cook-off receives, in
'addition to the expense paid
trip, a $100 cash award, a
silver trophy and a supply of
sponsored products.
National contest ranges will






cup Mazola corn oil,
1 teaspoon ACcent flavor
enhancer
1 teaspoon seasoned salt
1 teaspoon garlic salt
2- -- teaspoons crushed
tarragon
1 teaspoon black pepper
1 tablespoon grated onion
1 hrnilerrtryer_chicken, cut
in parts ( legs not dispointed).
In a bowl mix together lime
juice, corn oil, flaVor
enhancer, seasoned salt,
• garlic salt, tarragon, pepper
and onion. Brush chicken
generously with marinade.
Place chicken, skin side down,
on rack on pan in lowest part
of broiler. Cook on broiler heat
turning every 10 minutes and
brushing with marinade,
about 40 minutes or until
brown and fork cah be in-
serted in chicken with ease.
Makes: four servings. -
.11111.111t TY.... • Mb
CALENDAR
Tuesday, May 31
'Meals for senior citizens will
be served at North Second
Street Centel at twelve-noon--
with activities to follow at one
p.m.
The music students of Mrs.
Linda Wright 'and Mrs.- Carol
Kelly will perform in recital at
6:00 p. m. at the Fellowship
Hall of the First Baptist
• Church. The public is invited
to attend.
Wednesday, June I
Tenth annual ladies George
Hart Invitational Golf
Tournament will be held at the
Murray Country Club at nine
a. m. with Sue Costello as
tournament chairman.
Murray Country Club ladies
tennis will be held at 9:30 a. m.
with 1.illie Johnson* and
Sharon Wells as tennis
hostesses.
Ladies of Oaks Country Club
will have a bridge with Joyce
Thomas as hostess and golf
with Freda Steely as hostess




Church will meet in the
Gleaners Class Room of .the
church at seven p.m.
&Wednesday, June I
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Clith will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p. m.
Flint : Baptist Church
Mission Groupsare scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p. m.
Cherry- -Corner Baptist
Church 'Mission groups will
meel:at 7:30 p. m.
Thursday, June 2
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p. m.
Calloway County Library




Association will meet at the




swim team program for
youths between the ages of 6 to
18 will be at the city-county
pool from ten a. m. to two p.
Saturday,. June 4
Coffee Break by Bluegrass
State C. B. Club will be held at
Bethear Gym, North 16th
Street, from five to eleven p.
in. Public invited.
Sunday. June-5
Descendants of Bruce and
Morgan Cunningham and also
Sallie Guier will meet at the
Ellis Community Center at
noon for a potluck luncheon.
Ledbetter Baptist Church




Miss Diane Rhea Rhoades,
daughter of Mi. and Mrs. J.R.
Rhoades of Murray Route
One, has completed plans for
her marriage to Tom David
Montgomery, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Montgomery, 1604
Belmont, Murray.
The wedding vows will be
exchanged in the presence of
the immediate families on
Saturday, June 4, at one p.m.
at the Goshen United
Methodist Church with the




Pairings for the Advanced
Group of the Women's Tennis
of the Murray Country Club
for Thursday, June 2, have
been announced as follows
9:00 a. m. - Carol Boaz,
I.usk, Judy Carroll, and
Rosemary Warner':
9:00 a. m. - Lillie Johnson,
Lou Ann Philpot, Bettye
Hunter, and Mary Frank
Valentine.
10-:30 a. m. -- Brenda
Marquardt, Penny Cannock,
Sharon Brown, and Ten
Burke.
10:30 a., m. Georgianna
Moffitt, Nancy- Walston.
Shirley Boone, and Kathy
Burchfield.
PAINTING TOOTS
Planning a paint job?
Before you start, the National
Paint and Coatings Assn
advises you to make and
maintain a checklist of all the
necessary painting equipment
you will need. It's better td
have all the materials handy
while painting than to stop in
the middle of the job and run











Mrs. Peggy J. Taylor, 304
So. 4th, Murray, Mrs. Glenda
D. Gallimore, Rt. 1, Box 190
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Rebecca
A. Reaves, 1631 Farmer,
Murray, Mr. Milford L. Hicks,
Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Rubie
Elkins, Rt; -1,--Almo, Mrs.
Karen L. Hill and Baby Girl,
Rt. 8. Benton, Mrs. Natalie C.
Duke and Baby Boy, 103 Shady
Oaks Tr. Ct. Murray, Mrs.
Rosemary Edwards and Baby
Girl, 233 Riviera Cts., Murray,
Mrs. Wanda L. Allen, Rt. 3,
Cadiz, Mrs. Patsy A. Stations,
It. 1, Dexter, Homer Sanders,
Sr., 1003 Calonia, Paris, Tn.,
Glynn C. Cunningham, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Marcia G.
Simmons, Rt. 2, Metropolis,
Ill., Bryan W. White, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Lula M. Tabers,
Rt. 2, Murray, Dennis Daniel,
Gen. Del. Murray, Mrs. Lottie





Baby Girl Coleman .(mother
Lynda), Rt. 1, Murray, Baby
Girl Gardner (mother
Penelope), Rt. 8, Murray,
Baby Boy Duncan (mother
Teresa), Rt. 3, Paris, Tn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Sandra G. Sturgill, 606.
So. 4th Apt. 1, Murray, Roy B.
Shelby, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Shelia H. Cain, 65 Riviera Cts.,
Murray, Wayne Duncan, Rt. 1,
Dexter, - Gary J. Buchanan,
1513 Sycamore Murray,
Joseph W. Brewer, .Rt. 2,
Hazel; Mrs. Barbara B.
Midget!, 105 So. 12th, Apt- Al
Murray, Samuel K. Morris,
1214 Dogwood Dr., Murray,
Mrs Erna F. Wilder, 1519
Henry MurrarlMrs. Covie E.
Siffifh, Rt. Murray, Reuben
I. Bain, Rt. 2, Springville, Tn.,
Glenn N. Card, Rt. 5 Box 1029
Murray, Mrs. Rhoda J.
Baucum, 727 Riley Ct.,
Murray, Mrs. Eula M.
Garland, Apt. C-7 Murray,
Mrs. Verba N. Paschall, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tn., Ralph L.
Barnhart, Rt. 2, Box 62-A
Herndon, Tn., Euin D. Jones,
111 N. 9th, Murray.
May 20, 1977
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy England (mother
JoBeth), 915 Johnny Robert-
son Rd., Murray, Baby Boy
Norswprthy (mother Lynn),
1626 Main St., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Miss Deborah R. Adkins, R.
5, Paris, Tenn., Miss Mary N.
Coklow, 107 Spruce St.,
Murray, Mrs. Ruby I. Nelson,
R. 2-Hardin, Mrs. Josephine
Clements, R. 1, Almo, Miss
Jennifer E. Bell, R. 1, Paris,
Tn., Edward R. Booth, 1502
Beckett Dr., Murray, Tommy
D. Cunningham:. R. 6 Box 66,
Murray, Mrs. Velma L.
Chadwick, 1619 College Farm
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Christine
Ruzich 'and Baby Girl, 601
College Cts., Murray, Mrs.
Vickie D. Nanney and Baby
Boy, R. 8, West Oaks, Benton,
Mrs. Lena Perry, 415 Smith.
St., Paris, Tn., Mrs. Martha L.
Sanderfer, R. 1, Wing°,
Woodrow J. Hicks, R. 6, Box
114-F, Murray, Mrs. Donna J.
Wiggins, R. 4, Mayfield, Mrs.
Sheri L. Marr and Baby Boy,
1306 East Wood, Paris, Tn.,
Charles E. Sanders, 821 N.
19th St., Murray, Mrs. Jackie
Brandon and Baby Girl, R. 4,
Box 226, Murray, Mrs. Fannie
K. Holnfes, 1006 Reynolds,
Paris, Tn., Marvin W. Blane,
R. 8 Box 205, Murray, Mrs.
Helen Clark, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray, Robert A.
Colley, Farmington, James B.
Happy, 1622 Loch Lomond,
Murray, Lawson Fennell
(expired), R. 1, Dexter,- Mrs.






Baby . Girl McDougak.
(mother Dianna 1, Rt: 8 Box
122, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mozell Mitchell, R. 2, Hazel,
Mrs. Debra G. Pickens and
Baby Girl, R. 3 Linden Dr.,
Mayfield. Mrs. Hazel W.
Patterson, New Concord. Mrs.
Helen M. ,Foley, 1415 Glendale
Rd., Murray, Miss Victoria A.
Woods, 1625 Miller, Murray,
Roger Dale Melton, 515 S. 7th
St., Murray, Mrs. Geneva I.
Kendall, 102 Garden' St.,
Murray, Mrs. Kathy M.
Evitts, R. 1, Hazel, Miss
Veronica B. McGehee, R. -1,
• Springville, Tn., Mrs. Laverna
I. Gregory, R. 2, Calvert City;
Mrs. Beatrice Futrell, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray, E.
Guy Lovins, R. 6 Box 83,
Murray, Obera Brittain, R. 5,
Box 110, Murray, Mrs. Lela M.
Knight, 732 Nash Drive,






Baby Girt- Morgan. Mother
Deborah), Rt. 7, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Miss Christine C. Bean, 909
Pogue Murray, Miss Cheryl J.
Burkeen, 1004 Payne Murray,
Mrs. Penelope Gardner and
Baby Girl, Rt. 8 Murray, Mrs.
Lynda K. Coleman and Baby
Girl, New Concord, Mrs.
Teresa Duncan and Baby Boy,
Rt. 3 Paris, In., Miss Judy M.
Williams, New Concord, Cecil
L. Davis, Rt. 1, Dukedom, Tn.,
Mrs. Christine J. McCoil, Rt.
1, Murray, Miss Bonnie H.
Guhy, Rt. 3, Box 360, Murray,
Miss Mary Jo Rowlett, 1103
Elm Murray, Mrs. Sharon
Barnett, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Clara M. Ingram, 206
Woodlawn, Murray, Miss
Diane D. Ray, 403 Ash,
Murray, Dorvan G. Hall, Box
233 Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Wanda
J. Lyons, Rt. 1, Almo, Johnny
B. Dunlap, Rt. 2, ̀Puryear,
Tn., Mrs. Lucy F. Alderdice,
Rt. 8, Murray, Roy H. Jones,
Kirksey, Henry L. Windsor,
Rt. 1, Dukedom, Tn.; Mrs.
Sylvia E. Wilson, Rt. I,
Murray, Mrs. Bertha L.
Peoples,:-Rt. I, Sedalia, Mrs.






Baby Boy Blalock (mother
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Donna F. Hughes, No.
95 Riviera Cts. Murray, Mrs.
Jobeth England and Baby
Boy, 915 Johnny Robertson
Rd. Murray, Mrs. Dorthy L.
Norsworthy and Baby Boy,
1626 W. Main Murray, Mrs.
Mary V. Majors, Rt, 1 Bx. 129
Murray, Mrs. Martha J. Alls,
1610 Keenland Dr. Murray,
Timothy R. Hancock, 830 SO. 7,
Mayfield, _ Mrs. Janice F.
Cathey, Rt. 2, 'Murray, Keys
McCuiston, Rt. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Betty C. Sturgill; Rt. 5,
Paris, Tn., Dennis E.
Schroader, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Erma J. Rutledge, 1909
Gatesborough, Murray,
James F. Ahart, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Mrs. *Annette Collie, Rt. 5,
Benton, Mrs. Virginia B.
Manor, 1711L2 Main, Murray,
Mrs. Abbie. L. Williams, 1714
Keeniand Dr., Murray, Robert
S. Skinner, 403 Ash Murray,
Mrs. Betty S. Gallimore, Rt. 1
ryear, Tn., Miss Doyle R.
Pi an, Rt. 1 Alm, Mrs.
Gladys Brown, 405 So. 2,
mull-ay, thin F. Moore, 906
No. 16, Murray, Mrs. Gladys
0. Garland, 509 Poplar,
Murray, Mrs. C. Wajte.Cook,
906 Pogue, Murray, Mrs.
Maggie F. Stubblefield, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray, Mrs.
Frocie M. Ross, E-11 Fox
Meadows, Murray, Mrs.





Baby Boy Brown ( Mothei
Jacqueline), Rt. 5 Bx. 436
Murray, Baby Boy Winn
(Mother Pat), Rt. 9 Bx. 215
Benton.
DISMISSALS I
Mrs. Morine Grooma 107 N.
5, Murray, Mrs. Lottie L.
Mathes, Rt. 2 Box. 182,
Murray, Mrs. Mary F.
Sheridan, 711 Poplar, Murray,
William M. Hobbs, Rt. 6 Bx.
275-H, Murray, Billy, E.
Redden, Rt. 6 Bx. 165, Murray,
Leonard W. Foust, 105 Jean,
Paris, Tn., Miss Karen L.
Devries, 3081'2 No. 7, Murray,
David H. Elliott, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Regina S.
Vance, 1610 Cataline, Murray,
Henry M. Fulton, 1216
Dogwood, Murray, Miss
Pamela S. Crittendon, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Mary E.
Phillips, Rt. 6, 'Murray, Mrs.
Carol A. Eldridge, Rt. 8,
Murray, Truman H. An-
derson, CR-27, New Concord,
Elisha T. Orr, 1508 Can-
terbury, Murray, Mrs. Annie
H. Adams, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn.,







Mrs. Phyllis J. Wood, E.
14th, Benton, Mrs. Cheryl J.
Farley, Rt 8 Si. 395, Murray,
. Mrs. ,Mamie ..Eard,....Gen.
Del., Hardin, Miss MildredC.
Bucy, 1204 Grove, Paris, Tn.,
Jerry L. Runyon, 801 Meadow
Barbara), 600 yopiar._ _Lane, 
Murray. Mrs. Hazel L.
-A:ras7De;745borRaitheJy. CtMOrMg:nrira,
7, Benton, Mrs. C. Faye Riley,
Rt. 3, Benton, Miss Shirley
McCuan, Rt. 1 Si. 151, Far-
mington, Mrs. Carol Morgan,
111 N. 7th, Murray, Mrs.
J e
Bizzell, Rt. 1, Dexter.
303 N.
Ni 10thC.,






Junior Woman's Club will
sponsor an Arts and Crafts
Festival at the Fulton City
Park, June 4, from 10:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m.
Art work and crafts will
for sale. Admission to the
festival is free and the public
is invited to attend. In case of _
rain the Festival Orill be held
at the Fulton Women's
Building.
The works of local artists as
well as those from the
surrounding areas, will be
displayed.
-I-he Wild Raspberry" of
Murray, Ky. will display
Macrame' works and jewelry
made by local Murray craft-
smen.
Anyone wishing to par-
ticipate in the Arts and Crafts
Festival write Brenda Nan-
ney, 223 Fouth St., Fulton, Ky.
42041, or Call 502-472,2815.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Leisa Carol Capo of Murray
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7 MEATS, 6 VEGETABLES, 4 BREADS
tilinder New Management 5-Points




Don't let the fear of uncontrollable or
unpredictable construction costs keep you
from building the building you need.
We can help you set the right budget.
And then help you stick to it.
With proven Butler building systems
many of our- costs are already established.
Everything goes smoother and faster on
the job site. And single source responsi-
, bulky means we can control costs much
• more closely throughout the project.
For more information, give us a call.



































By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am a 36-year-old liberated woman. I've
tried sex and I don't dislike it, but it's not worth all the
trouble.
Sex never was a very important part of my life, but most
people think there is something wrong with a person who
doesn't have a strong sex drive.
I am not frigid; I am very affectionate. I can lie in my
lover's arms and enjoy the feeling of closeness, but if it
doesn't culminate in the sex act, it's all right with me.
Ani l weird'? Or do you understand what I'm saying?
CONTENT
DEAR ('ONTENT: I understand what you're saying,
and you are NOT weird. I think .you are an intelligent,
honest woman who values love above sex. No need to
aphlogite for it.
I )F. AR ABBY: I clipped and saved the above from your
column because I felt exactly the way CONTENT felt, and
I applauded your answer.
I am a woman in my 50s, married 25 years, and I have a
happy home and family life with my husband and three
college-age children.
Knowing that a 36-year-old woman also felt that sex isn't
worth the trouble gave me a great deal of comfort. So
much emphasis is placed on sex these days that one gets
the feeling that it is the ultimate in a relationship, and that
love, understanding and affection are not enough.
How about running a survey. Abby? It would be
interesting to find out how many women (and men) feel
that sex is not really worth the trouble. Let's hear it
from. . .
THEAFFECTION ATE SILENT MAJORITY
DEAR SILENT: Were Ito ask my readers for responses
to the question of how men and women feel about the
importance of sex, the results would not be --ecreeliviye
because: i al those who readily volunteer information about
their sex lives tend to be exhibitionists and therefore not
typical; to I suspect that people lie about their sex lives
more than any other subject.
DEAR ABBY: I live in a six-unit apaitment house that is
small, so we have gotten to know our neighbors.
My next-door neighbor is my problem. It seems that his
biggest enjoyment in life is going through the trash barrels
that sit on the side of our apartment building. These
barrels contain the trash of everyone residing in this
building, including my own..
How do I deal with this annoying situation?
N. HOLLYWOOD
DEAR NORTH: I fail to see how your neighbo,es-/
fascination with his neighbors' trash could present a
"problem" to you. If it's his "biggest enjoyment in life,"
why not regard it as a weird and somewhat childish
pleasure. and let it go at that.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "PHILOSOPHY MAJOR". Scho-
penhauer, the great philosopher, said: "It is easy to let the
adulation of the Diety make amends for the lack of proper
behavior towards men. And so we see that in all times and
in all countries, the great majority of mankind find it easier
to beg their way into heaven by prayers than to deserve to
go there by their actions."
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know." send Si to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped 12401 envelope.
Kentucky's state parks and
resorts have it all ... from the'
most luxurious lodging and
modern recreational facilities
to wilderness backpacking
trails and primitive Camping
areas. We figure there's more
natural beauty here per square
mile than just about anywhere
else in the world_ And this
beautiful land of ours is called
home by the most genuinely
friendly and helpful people we
think you'll ever meet.
There's a whole -lot of
beautiful America in Kentucky.
We'dI to EN MEI OMNI.
Write. Tralp,.


















Five members of the First
Christian Church attended a
retreat a few days ago - a
place about an hour's drive
north west of Washington D.C.
It is under tht authority of the
Church of Our Saviour and
serves as a mission to anyone.
The church is ecumenical and
was born from the prayers
and thoughts of Gordon Cosby
and wife during World War II
when he was chaplain in the
101st Airborne division in
Germany.
He grew up going to church
with his Baptist father at the
noon services on Sunday and
with his Presbyterian mother
at night. He was educated in
the Southern Baptist
Seminary in Louisville. He
had developed a guilt feeling
because the church he knew
was inactive - mission wise
and felt that there should be
less denominationalism and
more working for others. The
Church of our Savior is in
Washington, D.C. and has a
membership of less than 100.
It works in small groups,
maybe two in a group, at some
mission. The Jubilee group
reworked two tenament
houses, made them livable,
and cleaned vacant lots and
turned them into playgrounds.
The Wellsprings group
purchased 212 acres of land
and developed it into a retreat
where people may live. with a
group and share problems and
joys. The 212 acres is covered
:with meadows, a lake, a pond,
'and forests of tulip trees, oaks,'
ferris, rhodendrons, ivy, and
birds.
A member of the Church of
Our Savior, a landscaper and
architect, worked the whole
design and supervised other
members of the mission group
to develop the physical being.
The dormitories that house
both men and women, are
comfortable with modern
equipment - minus phones,
,newspapers, T.V.'s and
radios. The buildings which
include a general meeting
Center are designed to fit the
tolling terrain. Cathedral
ceilings and glass walls that
frame the natural growth
outside, deep carpets, modern
kitchens, baths and beds add
comfort and a peaceful at-
mosphere.
There were 14 in my cottage
and 18 in the other. Two
coordinators - a man and
woman were in each of the
dormitories. We were
registered and assigned to our
quarters. David Roos, our
minister, Max Miller and
Lucille Austin were assigned
to one cottage. Marg Hays and
Ito the other, "Jacob's Well.;
We were encourageo to
spend much time in silence
and prayer during the entire
time there. Each retreatee
signed for fipf the chores
which inclirded cooking,
setting tables, washing dishes,
and changing the linens on
beds and vacuuming the room
before we broke camp. I
scrambled 28 eggs and set the
breakfast table one morning.
My partner made the coffee,
broiled the sausage and
toasted the bread.
The main meal of the day
was cooked by professionals
and usually consisted of a
casserole, tossed salad, tea or
coffee, and dessert. The meals
were well planned and
delicious. We were allowed to
eat between meals - fruit,
cheese and etc. but I was
never hungry for the snacks.
The first night after dinner
our cottage met in the living
room and introduced our-
selves and if we cared to, told
why we were there - ,our
problem. That was quite
touching. One business middle
aged man spoke with a
choking voice and tears
streaming about how he might
be classified as a country club
Christian and the guilt he was
living with because he had
deserted the -church that he
had once served as deacon,
elder, organist and other
places when needed.
A young lady, unmarried,
felt tied te...her job and her
location because of family
interests. She was torn bet-
ween continuing to work at the
place where she met few
people, and leaving to searchi
for work in a more favorable'-
social climate.
A physician and his wife
from Australia were with us.
He had secured leave from his
medical clinic to come to the
United States to confer with
medical leaders in interest of
making the medical and
ministerial professions in
close cooperation. He was
suffering from guilt caused by
the tack of attention
physicians give to their
patients, saying —Often the
patient needs to talk con-
fidentially with his doctor -
just to have him listen - more
than he needs a shot or a
prescription." His beautiful
brunette wife was with him.
They added much to the in-
terest of our stay there. I
invited them to come to
Murray if their journey would
allow. They took my telephone
address - they just might
come.
After our night's meeting of
introduction, we were asked to
keep silent until after break-
fast next morning. We could
use the time in thoughts,
writing, prayer, or Bible
study. Just keep quiet - no
talking.
Church service on Sunday
was held in the meadow. The
sky was partly covered with
clouds - the sun shining
through occasionally. Each
person participated by
presenting some gift he had
found in the retreat-rocks,
ferns. flowers, a cross made of
twigs. and a reading from the
Bible - John 13 - concerning
Christ's washing the
Disciples' feet. The .conio,
11111Ii1011 was served by the
breaking of a loaf of bread and
drinking of the wine from a
Stone challice. Prayers were
said, songs sung, and tears
'shed. An occasion never to be
forgotten:
What do I remember most
about the retreat? The sight of
rile:1 in tears, admitting their
pressures and guilt and seeing
then leave camp in hap-
piness. I knew my room mate
casually Marge Hays and I
shared room No. 5 and I grew
to !o,‘ e her. -To know' her is to
love her "
Some of the men came
without their wives. Some
v‘onien came alone, too. this is
a place to fine one's shelf and
receive refreshments for the
tont. ahead. I would en-
courage everyone to find some
kind of retreat - Christ
retreated to the mountains he
went into the Garden of
"Gethsemanee - he walked
alone, meditated by the
seaside. We could well follow
His example..
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Did you realize that it is
time for the Annual Paris-
Henry County Rose Show? On
June 5th you can see more
beautiful roses in one place
than you can imagine. Mr.
John T. Ridgeway and his
committees have arranged a
very interesting show at Rhea
School from the hours of 1:30
to 5:30-. Remember, you don't
have to be a member of the
Rose Society to enter a
blossom. Just look over your
garden, pick out your best, get
an entry form from one of the
committee and that is all there
is to it. But if you don't have a
rose to enter in the com-
petition, at least go to the
show. It will surprise you,
what beauty there is in our
area. Remember the time,
June 5th.
I am always astonished at
what hybridizers can do. This
week, I found some new
Impatiens, called Cyclone. The
leaves look something like
coleus, with all the colors so
brightly mixed. They bloom
just like other Impatens and
'with the colored leaves, they
should be a sight to behold. I
can't wait to see them.
Do you know this dry
weather is as hard, if not
harder, on plants than the
expremely cold weather. I am
going to have a terrific water
bill this month, for I just can't
let big shrubs curl up and die.
That is just what they do. First
they curl their leaves and then
it is almost too late to restore
them. I will set out a sprinkler
and let it run until the soil is
completely moist. The foliage
needs the mist of the spray
almost as much as the roots
need the water. Plants absorb
moisture through the leaves
and often a spray will freshen
a plant that looks terribly woe-
be-gone
We are coming into e season
of lush 'growth. With the
arrival of June, summer is
with us. Cultivation won't be
as easy during the hot days
and I for one, just don't try to
do much of it Early morning
and late afternoon give us the
only times to get out. My
schedule in summer usually
runs like this: do a little
hoeing early in tithe morning,
then set up some springlers
late in the afternoon Of
course weeds get ahead of me
sometime and I call for out-
side help. But it is remarkable
what a few minutes every day
will accomplish
My Lacecap Hydrangea is
full of buds and is one of the
prettiest things in the yard.
Shrubs are less trouble than
any thing else and by having a
variety, there is always
something in bloom. The little
pink Clethra is full of buds,
another lovely shrub. Try one
of these, or both.
See Marjorie Major
Trovoil Consultortt
FAR LAMM TRAVEL AGENCY
TOURS, CRUISES, MOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No Charge by vs.
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Six esealable/returnable 32-ounce bottles
in one take-home carton.
The 6 Quart 6 Pak six 32
ounce bottles of great tasting
Pepsi-Cola in Pepsi-Cola's big-
gest take home carton Now
you can enjoy the quality taste
of Pepsi Cola plus the conven









more than thirty eight five
ounce servings of sparkling
Pepsi from one handy pack-
age. It's the best way yet to
make sure you have Pepsi
enough to last Each bottle has
a reseal cap to help lock in the
sparkle. and the carry back
carton is a perfect way to re,
turn your empties for a refund.
Get quality in quantity with
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Research Reveals
Tobacco Not All Bad
It had to happen. After all the
:anti-smoking agitation,
tomebody-was sure to find out
that tobacco is good for you.
And here it is — the discovery
out in the Beltsville
Agricultural Research Center
that the tobacco leaf is indeed
humanity's friend. It's full of
protein. Healthful as milk. Bet-
ter than soybeans as a potential
-answer to world food problems.
Of course, eating it isn't exac-
tly what Charles Lamb had in
-mind when he said "For thy
sake, tobacco, I would do
anything but die."
Furthermore, that protein
doesn't do a thing for you if you
smoke it. Burning produces the
byproducts that have gven
tobacco such a bad name in
recent years.
Actually, it was by trying to
get rid of those distressing
byproducts that the Beltsville
scientists arrived at the white
Crystals of fraction 1 protein.
Their experiments were sup-
posed to benefit the tobacco in-
dustry, both by producing a less
dangerous smoke and by cut-
ting the cost of curing tobacco
leaves. Finding a substance
that, by the year 2000, could
give 33 to 63 million people their
Minimum daily requirements
pf protein was just one of the
Mysterious serendipities of
scientific research.
Nobody has yet decided what
to do with the wonder protein,
which is tasteless and odorless.
It might be slipped into other
Pods, like soybean meat ex-
tender, or flavored and trari-
Vormed into something else,
the way fish meal is made into
cookies.
Bright prospects, all. But
tobacco hasn't lost its outlaw
status in some quarters. The
American Cancer Society is
about to mobilize 2 million
volunteers for a five year cam-
paign to get smokers to quit and
to keep nonsmokers — young
ones, partcularly — from
lighting up.
One of the goals set when the
campaign was in the planning
stage was to make Congress
stop subsidizing tobacco far-
mers. Now, who knows? The
convolutions of chance, brining
out tobacco's potential as food,
may help to keep those farmers
in a favored position. The
laboratory that produced the
nourishing white crystals may
bring back the days when
smoking could be considered a
harmless pleasure.
But it hasn't happened yet.
The statistics on deaths from
lung cancer are still sinister,
and growing. For all the tobac-
co industry's efforts to call it
coincidence, the link with
smoking is as suggestive as
ever.
How far the government of a
free society should go in protec-
ting people from their own
desires is highly debatable,
whether the subject is
automobile seat belts, liquor or
tobacco. When it comes to
smoking, though, the Surgeon
General's warning on the
cigarette package doesn't exac-
tly outweigh the impact of those
farm subsidies. Let's hope they




By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
• WASHINGTON ( AP) — It's a match
as uneven as it was inevitable — Jimmy
Carter versus liberal Democrats
disenchanted over the pace and price of
domestic programs in the new ad-
titnistration.
It is a mismatch because Carter can
argue his case with the White House as
his platform and because the liberals
now are as divided as in the days when
they tried to head off his campaign for
Democratic command.
In Los Angeles on Tuesday, Carter
said his administration can be so
competent and efficient that unem-
ployment, inflation and the federal
budget all can be reduced
simultaneously.
"That's the kind of government I am
determined to have, and I will stick to
that determination, in spite of whatever
criticism may come," he told the
United Auto Workers:
; And the criticism was a sure thing,
too. After all, Carter beat the liberals to
Win the Democratic nomination in the
first place. As a candidate, he pointedly
reminded the party and the voters that
be once was assailed by rival
Democrats on grounds that he was too
conservative.
He said then, and he says now, that he
stands for a balanced budget within
four years, for tough, efficient
management, and for a careful choice
among government programs.
"It's not legitimate spending on
human needs that causes our deficits —
it is principally the inadequate
revenues from a sluggish economy that
create them," Carter told the UAW.
"Cutting back programs that really
help people is not the way to balance the
budget. But even with adequate
revenues, we will have to make -some
hard choices about how we spend the
taxpayers' money.
"We can't afford to do everything."
But critics argue that government
can afford to do more and should.
"I just don't buy this notion that
government is old-fashioned or that
social programs are out of date," said
Sen. George McGovern of South
Dakota, who keynoted the liberal
criticism. "There are some things that




McGovern spoke out first as
president of the liberal Americans for
Democratic Action, saying the
promises of the Democratic party were
not made to be postponed as too ex-
pensive.
His congressional colleagues have
been in no hurry to join the dissent,
which is hardly surprising. McGovern
is, after all, a presidential nominee who
got trounced, criticizing a presidential
nominee who won.
The dissent gained a significant
recruit on Monday when Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy of Massachusetts com-
plained to the auto workers about
Carter's failure to produce a specific
program and timetable for national
health insurance.
"Health reform is in danger of
becoming the missing promise in the
administration's plans," Kennedy said.
Before the same union convention,
Carter said he wants a national health
insurance program "during my time in
office," adding later that he will
propose such legislation early next
year.
That may not satisfy the liberals, but
Carter always said he would institute
national health insurance only when the
government can afford it.
Isn't It The Truth
Some philosophers say we humans
carry our worst enemies within us. Few
of the species Potomacus Exoticus —
which is to say a congressman — would
accept that idea. On the average a
congressman appears to be convinced
that his wast enemies are in fact
outside of himself — his constituents.
Bible Thought
After this i beheld, and, lo, a
great multitude, which no man
could number, of all nations, and
, kindreds, and people, and tongues,
stood before the throne, and before
the Lamb. Revelation 7:9.
The population of heaven will be
unexpectedly large and varigated
and glorious If you do not care for
that, you may not make it
' •
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Garrott's Galley
Why Some Mornings Can Be
More Beautiful Than Others
By M. C. Garrott
Last Saturday night was an un-
forgettable nightmare at our house.
For eight hours, we suffered the
agony of fearing our daughter, Kay,
may have been trapped in the tragic
fire at the Beverly Hills Supper Club in
Newport and which took so many lives.
Two of the victims, Don Grogan and
Ann Stallons, were friends of ours.
The previous Wednesday, Kay had
called to tell us her Memorial Day
weekend plans. She lives in Louisville
and works with Xerox. She was going to
the King's Island amusement park near
Cincinnati with some friends. On the
way home, they would come by
Newport to see and hear John
Davidson at the big supper club there.
He is one of her favorite performers.
"I'm so excited about getting to see
him," she had said, looking forward to
the evening.
++++++ -
So, when Mike Shane of KFVS-TV in
Cape Girardeau opened his Saturday
night newscast with an early report of
the fire, which had started only an hour
earlier, I bolted from my chair. "That's
where Kay was going!" I exclaimed,
and thus began eight anxious, helpless
hours for us.
1 accurately imagined the panic
which resulted, the rows of sheeted
bodies in the makeshift morgue and the
difficulties of identification, ,par-
ticularly of the wOmen victims. I guess
I'm a "worry wart," and never go into a
plaie like that without the fear of a fire.
The Grand Old Opry's old Ryman
Auditorium in Nashville was the most
frightening of these for me.
I only knew that Kay and her friends
planned to hear Davidson in Newport:1
didn't know when. She did say Lynn and
Gary Grogan of Frankfort planned to
join them for the Davidson show. Lynn,
orginally from Paducah, was Kay's
roommate at Murray State.
++++++
I first called Dr. Ralph Tesseneer, a
vice president at Northern Kentucky
College, Covington, and one of our
earliest friends at Murray State. He
knew‘ only what he had seen on
television about the fire, but said he
would do what he could to help us locate
our daughter.
About midnight he called back. All
roads leading to the club were blocked.
Survivors couldn't get their cars out of
the parking lot. From early reports, the
fire's toll was going to be "pretty high."
Calls to Kay's apartment went
unanswered, leaving us to believe she
had proceeded with her plans.
Throughout the night we prayed for
safety for her and her friends and for
the phone to ring.
++++++
At 5:30 Sunday morning, I reached
for another straw. I would see if I could
reach Lynn and Gary in Frankfort.
Fearing, too, that they wouldn't an-
swer, I called her brother, Frank
iDubber) Young III, in Paducah. I
didn't want to call her parents because
her lathes', one of my closest friends
and a fellow golfer, was recovering
from a heart attack.
Dubber had heard little of the fire. He
had no idea of his sister's plans to hear
Davidson, but he would call her home
and call me back.
Ten minutes later, he did, and the
night's burden was mercifully lifted
when he said, "Get some sleep, Mr.
Garrott. They're all right. Their
reservations were for tonight!" Thanks
be unto God! Our prayers had been
answered.
++++++
An hour later the phone again rang.
This tispe it was Kay. How great it was
to hear her voice! It was 8:15 a. m. at
the northern Cincinnati motel where
she was. The first news she had had of
the fire was when she saw a morning
paper.
She had called Lynn in Frankfort
immediately to be sure she knew of the
fire and not to make -the trip to
Newport. There would be no show.
-Call your father," Lynn said, knowing
of our anxiety.
She quickly did. We all cried a little
with the relief from it all before she and
her friends headed for another day at
King's Island, and we sleepily headed
for Sunday School and church to give
thanks unto God for sparing our
daughter and her friends from this
horrible thing.
- ++++++
Our hearts go out to the families of
Don and Ann. Don was an ardent golfer,
and I saw and joked with him often at
the Murray Country Club.
Ann we saw at church, at Shackleford
& Thurman's accounting offices where
she worked and at the home of a neigh-
bor, Marge Foster. She and Marge
were close friends.
We never know what tomorrow will
bring, but when the rising Sun broke
through the pine trees behind Jim
Byrn's house Sunday as I started my
usual morning walk, it was an
especially beautiful and meaningful
sight.









(A column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Reilte10 the Congressional Record Daily)
Fake ID Cards Rob
Social Security Fund
REP. HENRY J. HYDE (I11.)
" ...Todny ,I am introducing com-
prehensive legislation to deal with a
serious national problem that has gone
unchecked for far too long; the criminal
use of false identification...
"There are social security recipients
receiving several social security
checks due to phony identification and
Impersonations. When asked what they
are doing about prosecuting the
culprits, Social Security
Administration officials answer, "We
are not a law enforcement agency — we
are a social service agency, so we
simply pick up the extra cards from the
individuals who have more than their
share." More proof that crime pays and
pays and pays—
"The Social Security Administration
by its own estimate reports that more
than 42 million people have two or
more social security numbers. No one
knows bow many of these are getting
two, three, or more social security
payments under false identifications...
"We must close loopholes in Federal
statutes which encourage false iden-
tification crimes. For example under
Federal law 18 U.S.C. (42 U.S.C. 408) it
Is not illegal to manufacture or possess
a counterfeit or altered social security
card.
"Anti-counterfeit features can be
employed on all future social security
cards. H.R. 4646, a bill which would
expand the use of the social security
card to be used as the sole identifier or
eligibility to work in the United States,
stionsored by the gentleman from
California (Mr. Sisk) which I
cosponsor, can be used as the model.
"In my remarks today, I have only
skimmed the surface of the 800-page
report submitted by the Federal
Advisory Committee on False Iden-
tification. The problem is massive in




President Carter's message to the
Senate includes 5 proposals: (1)
Compensate the Social Security trust
funds from the general revenues... (2)
Remove the wagebase ceiling for
employers... (3) Increase the wage
base subject to the employee tax by
$600 in 1979, 1981, 1963 and 1985... (4)
Shift revenues from the Hospital in-
suranee Trust Fund to Old Age, Sur-
vivors, and Disability Trust Funds...
(5) Increase the tax rate on self-
employed from 7 per cent to 7.5 per
cent.
No one is proposing a massive clean-
up of the over 4 million people who are
"milking" the Social Security Trust
Fund by stealing two, three, or more
monthly payments. The Social Security
Trust Fund leaks like a sieve.
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Murray Ledger & Times Editor
Congratulations to the Murray High
School tennis team. We are confident
our community will be well-
represented in the state tournament.
0+0
Richard Nixon now defends his ex-
tralegal measures against the threat of
internal subversion, as he saw it during
the Vietnam War.
He has compared his actions to those
of President Lincoln during the Civil
War and has said that the president's
judgment that they were necessary to
protect national security was sufficient
to make such actions legal and con-
stitutional.
It is true, as the historian Arthur M.
Schlesinger Jr. recounts, that Lincoln
ignored one law and constitutional
provision after another in the period
between his inauguration and the
convocation of Congress. That period
saw the Confederate firing upon Fort
Sumter.-
And, Schlesinger observes,
throughout the war, even with Congress
in session, Lincoln continued to exer-
cise wide powers independently of
Congress, declaring martial law behind
the lines, arresting people without
warrant, seizing property and sup-
pressing newspapers.
Lincoln Said the Constitution was
nothing without a nation. He compared
'the nation to a person anxious to
preserve both life and limb. "Yet often
a limb must be amputated to save a
life; but a Life is never wisely given to
save a limb."
It was not paranoia that moved
President Lincoln to extraordinary
actions to save the Union. He never took
covert actions, but did what he thought
he had to do in the full light of public
disclosure, accepted full responsibility
and asked Congress to approve.
The people saw Lincoln's actions and
approved of them as justified by the
circumstances and by the law of the
country's self-preservation.
The actions taken by Nixon's
"plumbers" and by certain federal
agencies at his behest were secret,
concealed, furtive, never
acknowledged, never approved by
Congress or the people, and thus they
constituted abuse of presidential
power.
The soundness of presidential
judgment is tested by exposure to the
judgment of the people.
0+0
Junior was the kind of child that the
doctor said had to be humored, so when
he became difficult at the dinner table,
"father offered to get him anything he
wanted to eat.
"All right," said Junior, "I'll have a
worm."
Father went into the back yard and
soon returned with a wriggling worm.
"Cook it!" commanded Junior.
Father went dutifully into the kitchen
and boiled the worm, which he again
placed before the boy.
"You eat half and I'll eat half," said
the son.
Somehow, the loving father managed
to choke down half the worm. Suddenly
the child let out a shriek.






NEW YORK (AP) — Chief Justice
Warren E. Burger and others warn that
the country could soon be overrun by
lawyers, but nobody seems to warn
about a similar threat from the
economists.
Once somewhat removed from the
decision-making process in many
companies, economists today are in a
position to greatly influence
management decisions. They have
made their place in the corporate
hierachy. -
At the same time, it might be argued,
business seems to have become more
timid, reminded by its economic seers
how fearsome is the future, how filled
with traps for those who charge ahead.
There is the danger of rising interest
rates, of resurging inflation, of re-
emerging recession. There is the un-
certainty about Federal Reserve
policy, tax policy, energy policy,
regulatory policy.
The future once meant proceed to the
next opportunity. Now it's a red light.
Economists often control that light.
Generally called upon today to be
forecasters, economists are little more
qualified than anyone else. First,
economists always see the dangers
ahead; second, they see the dangers to
themselves in being bullish.
Bullishness calls for capital com-
mitments, for expansion and moder-
nization to meet the coming demand. If
the demand isn't forthcoming, the
economist might as a consequence find
himself departing.
Safety, personal and corporate,
demands that forecasters be
restrained, and they are. But great
companies never were built on caution.
And equally cautious are economists'
first cousins,- the stock market
analysts.
Except for a relatively few stocks
that individual brokers are pushing —
brokers are always suggesting certain
stocks for purchase, even in poor
markets, because that's the way they
make a living — analysts of late have
been timid.
They have been telling the big in-
stitutions to be prudent, which is to say,
be ,cautious. Whereas risk-taking
always has been the vitality of strong
markets, the analysts now say the
conservative, balanced portfolio is to be
fought.
If you add to the fears of economists
and analysts the belief of some
regulators that any innovation can be
challenged in the name of justice or
equality or environment, you have a
grim picture.
You might even wonder how-anyone
can do anything. You might wonder if
the people are fighting themselves in an
undeclared and unrecognized civil war.
Whereas economists sometimes
make brilliant insights into the affairs
of man, they don't always recognize the
virtues of man. You may be sure they'll
seldom overestimate his capacity; his
capacity for innovation, for example.
Working with numbers that disguise
the purpose of their work, which is
man, they are inclined to merely
project what is now or was in the past
into the future. No wonder so many-
forecasters are grim, that they lack
faith.
But above all, economists are
cautious, often failing to appreciate
that life is synonymous with risk, and
that risk can be eliminated only with
death.
10 Years Ago
Miss Kathy Rayburn has been
selected as the "Outstanding Senior" of
the Murray University School. She is
the daughter of Mrs. Joe Nell Rayburn.
Army Pvt. Harold T. Hurt, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Buford Hurt, completed an
eight weeks administration course at
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo., on May 25.
Deaths reported include Larry Dale
Davis, age 17, Stephen Cole, age 88, and
Elmus Williams, age 86.
Kenny Lynn and Marilyn Alexander,
students of the Murray University
School, have been awarded art
scholarships at Murray State
University.
Folger's coffee is advertised as $1.49
for a two pound can in the ad for
Johnson's Grocery this week.
20 Years Ago
Marine Pfc. Gerald P. Smith is
pictured as he receives a promotion to
his present rank during ceremonies on
May 14 at Pdris Island, S. C. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Acie Smith.
Earl Osborne, Benton attorney,
proved to be the winner in the Circuit
Judge's race after votes from all three
counties of Calloway, Marshall, and
Livingston were tabulated.
Deaths reported include Hugh
Wilson, age 55.
Births reported include a girl,
Cynthia Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Carson on May 23.
Marianne Wolfson, formerly of
Murray, is among seventy students and
faculty members at Washington
University, St. Louis, Mo., who were
initiated into Sigma XI, *national
scientific . honorary society at
ceremonies on the campus recently.
i4Traior
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The Lions Board of Governors of the Kentucky Lions
Convention has authorized a Kentucky Lions Hall of
Fame to be initiated and to be located in the Kentucky
Lions Eye foundation Building in Louisville. The Murray
Lions Club has adopted a resolution placing the name
and credentials of lion Bryan Tolley, left, in nomination
to the Hall of Fame. On the right is Tom Shirley, Murray
aub president. The resolution as adopted is as follows
Bryan Tolley Honored
RESOLUTION
A resolution of the Murray
Lions Club, Murray, Ken-
tucky, placing the, name and
credentials of Lion Bryan
Tolley in nomination to the
Kentucky Lions Hall of Fame.
WHEREAS: In`1939, a group
-of twenty-four service-minded
men joined together to serve—
the community of Murray,
Kentucky, without personal
financial reward, and to en-
courage efficiency and
promote high ethical stan-
dards in commerce, industry,
professions, public works, and
private endeavors. These men
made the decision to fulfill
their .purposes through Lions
International. On September
14,. 1939, twenty-four like-
minded men became charter
members of the Murray Lions
Club. One of these twenty-four
was Bryan Tolley. During his
thirty-six years of active
membership in the Murray
Lions Club, Bryan Tolley has
held most of the elective of-
fices of the club. He served as
president during the years
1952-53 and has served as zone
chairman.
Bryan Tolley has been more
than just an officer in the
Murray Lions Club ankthe
District Lions organization.
As of April 1, 1977, he com-
pleted thirty-six consecutive
years of perfect attendance in
the Murray club. He has
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delegate to two International
Conventions throughout . the
world. He has sponsored over
fifty-three new members in
the club, four of which have
become District Governors.
Each year his guidance and
effort insures the success of
-the Murray Lions Club's
annual fund raising projects.
During his term as president,
he initiated the Murray Lions
Club Broom Sale, which is still
one of the major fund raising
projects of the club.
WHEREAS: Bryan Tolley
has contributed a life-time of
service to the citizens of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky,
particularly the citizens of
Calloway County and Murray,
Kentucky: As - the" en-
trepreneur of Tolley's Food
Market, he has provided the
community twenty-five years
of benefits that -can only be
provided by a business"
operating in the American
free enterprise system. As a
faithful member of the
business community it has
been his honor and privilege to
serve as a director of the
Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commerce for sixteen years.
Mr. Tolley has combined
dedication to the religious
community along with the
spiritual rewards that follows
a life long commitment to the
Lord. He is a man that has
worked with open arms for the
brethren of the Methodist as a
Steward for over thirty years.
With a feeling of responsibility
he served honorably during
World War I and has sup-
ported the American Legion
with both his gifts and per-
sonal service for over fifty
years.
WHEREAS: The members
of the Murray Lions Club
consider Mr. Tolley as Mr.
Lion. He is a living exem-
plification of the objectives,
principles, . and spirit of
Lionism.
.,THEREFORE BE IT
RESOLVED by the Murray
Lions Club, Murray, Ken-
tucky, that upon formal
recommendation of the Board
of Directors of the Murray
Lions Club at its May meeting
unanimously recommend the
name and credentials of Lion
Bryan Tolley as a nominee for










Our Wednesday & Thursday Special!
Bel-Air
Center
Come on in to Sirloin Stockade any
-4',?-• Wednesday or Thursday from 5
P.M. til closing and order
;up our Sizzlin' Stockade
Sirloin Special:. a delicious
Sirloin Steak, your choice
,,of potato, a thir* slice






Hours: 11 a.m.-10 p.m. Weekends
11 a.m.-10:30 p.m. Sat. & Sun.
Heart Clinic Scheduled
At Mayfield On June 10
On Friday, June 10, a one-
day heart clinic for medically
indigent Adult patients will be
held in the Graves County
Health Department, Mayfield.
The clinic will be conducted
by ,physicians from the
University of Louisville School
of Mdicine.
Sponsored by the Kentucky
Heart Aisiaciation: the Bureau
for Health 'Services, the
University of Louisville
Medical School, and the
County Health Departments.
the clinic provides a
diagnostic service for each
patient, along with recom-
mendations for treatment and
management of the case.
Opportunity will also be
provided by the physician
referring the patient to consult
with the clinician regarding
his patient, and no patient will
be admitted without a written
referral from a physician.
Necessary expenses of the
clinic are being underwritten
by the Kentucky Heart
Association and the Bureau
for Health Services. Clinic
_Amami aswell as space and
equipment will be provided by
the Graves County Health
Department, the Bureau for
Health Services ' and the
Kentucky Heart Association.







The members of Den 4 of Cub Scout Pack 37 of Rober-
„ tson SchooLarf., Iseft-to right, Brian Duncan, Cinis Harper,.
Mark Doran, Corey Hui -Keith Smith, Kelly Steely, David
Starkey, Shawn Cooper, and Packmaster Phillip Owens.; .
Den 3 Of Cub Scout Pact 37 of Robertson School is
composed of, left to right, Ezra Schroader, Ward Sim-
mons, Jason Billington, John Mark Hall, Mark Workman
Hugh Houston, and Packmaster Phillip Owens.
Winning the honor den plaque at the regular meeting
of Cub Scout Pack 37 of Robertson Elementary School
was Den Two. They, are, left to right, Michael
Muehleman, Terry !ones, Bill Maddox, Art Bailey, Don
Brock, Chris Nix, Kelani Hausman, Chuck Baker, -Chris
Padgett, and Packmaster Phillip Owens.
Members of Den 1 of Cub Scout Pack 37 of Robertson
Elementary School are, left fo right, Mike Robertson,
Steve Robinson, Eddie Buhler, John Hassell, Tony Beale,







June 1st thru June 4th
GRAND OPENING
SPECIAL
Order Your Fireplace During
June and Receive:
FREE $750°
in Hearth Accessories with purchase of any size installed
brick or stone wood-burning fireplace. Over 150 models.
NO FOUNDATIONS REQUIRED
SMOKE FREE GUARANTEE
25 YEAR WARRANTY AND
CUSTOMER PROTECTION PLAN
*More Grand Opening Specials*
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SKATEBOARD WINNERS —The winners in the recent skateboard contest sponsored by the
Murray Kiwanis Club are top row, left to right, John Leiser, Allen Pool and David Hopkins. Front
row, Steve Vincent, Tim Wright and Gary Gassam. In the back is Dr. Robert Daniel who presented
the awards to the winners.
Homecourt Advantage Should
Be Big Help For Trailblazers
Bs ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
PORTLAND 1AP ) —
Suddenly, the Philadelphia
76ers have something to think
about.
The Portland Trail Blazers
put some thoughts in their
heads Sunday, unleashing a
torrid fast break fora 129-107
victory and cutting their
deficit in the National
Basketball Association
championship finals to 2-1.
The Blazers can even the
best-of-seven playoff series
with a victory tonight 4CBS, 9
p.m. EDT) on their home
floor,. where they have_ won
their last 16 in a row and are
44-5 for the year.
It was the way the Blaiers
won Sunday's game that has
got the Sixers thinking. After
two lackadaisical per-
formances, they came roaring
•out of the starting gate and
ripped off a 20-4 but in the
first quarter to grab an 18-
point lead, then buried the
Sixers beneath a 42-point
fourth quarter.
"We can't come out
Tuesday and dig ourselves
another hole like that," said
Philadelphia's George
McGinnis. "Portland is a good
club, and now that the series is
2-1 they have something to
fight for."
The 107 points WhiCh were
enough to win the first two
games for Philadelphia were
far too few for Game Three.
"Portland played a very
aggressive game, especially
on defense," said Sixers
Coach Gene Shue. "We had too
many defensive and
rebounding breakdowns. They
got control early and we
played catch-up all day."
—We want to win Tuesday,"
said superstar Julius Erving,
who led the Sixers with 28
points. "We don't want to
come out of here empty-
handed, so to speak. We won
both our games in
Philadelphia to keep the
home-court . advantage, • and
we really wanted to get at
least a split out here."
One problem for
Philadelphia is McGinnis, the
Sixers' other all-star forward,
who remains in perhaps the
worst slump of his career. He
was burned for 27 points by
Portland's Maurice Lucas on
Sunday, at times looking lost
on the court. He is hesitant
about taking his shots and
awkward in making his
moves. -
"I've just got to straighten
myself out," McGinnis said as
the -Sixers went through a
loose, free-wheeling practice
session at Memorial Coliseum
Monday, just hours after
Coach Jack Ramsay ran the
Waters - through a -precisely
planned workout. •
Ramsay got good produc-
tion from Portland's reserves,
particularly Lloyd Neal, Dave
Twardzik and Corky Calhoun.
But when Shue went to the
Philadelphia bench, he ran
into trouble.
Eckersley Throws No-Hitter,
String Up To 16-2/3 Innings
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
What does the future hold
.for Dennis Eckersley? Will
anyone ever get another hit off
him?
--In 1975, he was named
American League Rookie
Pitcher of the Year by The
Sporting News for a 13-7




The Kiwanis Club of Murray
held its first Skate Board
Contest earlier this month for
the youth of Murray and
Calloway County with ap-
proximately 50 youngsters
competing. In addition to the
local youth there were con-
testants from Paris, Puryear,
and Benton.
At their regular Thursday
evening meeting of May 19th,
Kiwanis had as their guest and
awarded trophies to the first,
and second place winners in
each of the three divisions.
First and second, place win-
ners, respectively, in each
division were: Grades 9 thru
12, Allen Pool and John Laf-
ser, Grades 6 thru 8, Tim
Wright and Gary Hopkins;
.Grades 5 and under,- Steve
Vincent and Gary Gassam. AB
winners were from the
Murray City Schools.
Kiwanis wishes M express
appreciation to the Ledger
and Times, WNEtS and the
local schools for their
cooperation in publicizing the
event. It is anticipated the
event will grow and become a
semi-annual 'occasion that the
youth will look forward to






Legion Team Should Be Tough This Season
In the past few years, the American Legion baseball
program has not been much to crow about.
But sports seems to go through cycles and it appears the
cycle is about to make a turn for the better as for as the
Murray Legion program is coverned.
Last year, the team finished with an 11-18 mark and part
of the blame falls on the inconsistent hitting.
This past seasonin high school ball, the Murray High
Tigers enjoyed one of their best seasons in recent years and
of course, the key was good pitching.
Four Tiger hurlers, Brad Taylor, Alan Gibbs, Bob Thur-
man and Larry Watkins, will be on the mound stafffor Ran-
dy Oliver, who is the coach of the Murray Legion this
season.
In addition, Joe Graves, who starred at Murray High in
1976 and just signed with Union University, will be on the
team as well as Calloway County star hurler Tommy
thavis. The other two pitchers for the club are Paul Rober-
tson and Kim Sims.
Here's a rundown on each of the players on the team:
Tommy Chavis — He can play any position on the field -
but his pitching is his best. He's an outstanding hitter with a
lot of power and will be a great asset for the Legion team
this season. '
Dean Cherry — He was a sophomore catcher for Murray
High this past spring and will catch and play some first
base. with the Legion team this season. Cherry is a good
defensive catcher and has a good bat.
Alan Gibbs — One of the most talented young players in
the area, the Tiger sophomore will pitch and play some in-
field. He is also a good hitter and likes to spray the ball all
over the field.
Joe Graves — One of the best curveball pitchers to be
found, he had 24 strikeouts in 20 innings of Legion ball last
year before he got a job and left the team. He should be the
top pitcher.
Mike Litler He did not play at Murray High this season.
He will play second base and the outfield for the Legion.
Kenneth McCuiston — He played this past season at
Calloway County. He's a punch-type of hitter, swings from
the left side, and is a good defensive player. He will play the
outfield.
IT'S OUR HRST BIRTHDAY_
, COME CELEBRATE WITH US_
As our thank vou for making our first ',ear so rewarding we
are having a SALE June 1st thru 4th.
There will be discounts on almost IVERYTHING in the store
with some savings UP to
'50/0







Mickey McCuiston — A veteran of Legion ball, he's a
good catcher with a good bat. He will also play first base
and the outfield.
Jeff Oakley — He played first base and third hasp this
season for Murray High. An excellent defensive player and
a very good hitter, he's also the team captain for the
Legion.
Danny Rogers — He played this past year at Calloway
County. He's a lefthander hitter who is also a punch-type
hitter. He's a good defensive player and will be on the in-
field for the Legion.
Paul Robertson — A veteran of the Legion program, he
has a wide variety of pitches and can also play the outfield.
In addition, he's tough with the bat.
Kim Sims — He has had a lot -of success over the past
years in the Pony and Colt Leagues. He will be a starting
pitcher and can also play the outfield and shortstop.
David Stephenson— He did not play at Murray High
School this year. He's extremely powerful and will be
playing at first base.
Brad Taylor — For a sophomore, he plays more like a
senior. He's a very smart and talented pitcher and also
plays a good third base. He's also a good hitter and likes to
punch the ball, often going to the opposite field.
Bob Thurman — He had an outstanding spring for
Murray High. Last year, he was 2-1 with the Legion and had
a 2.66 earned run average, the best on the staff. Thurman, a
tough hitter, can play shortstop also.
Larry Watkins — He is a righthander with a wide variety
of pitches. He will play in the outfield when he's not pit-
ching.
Bill Wilson — He also had a successful spring at Murray
High. A good defensiVe.tilayer, he'll be out in the pastures.
He's also a very good hitter.
The season for the Legion team will open Sunday at Scott
City, Missouri, with a twinbill. The first home game will be
in Holland Staclliun June 14 with Fort Campbell!.
During the two-week stretch from June 12-24, five of the
players will be gone for a baseball camp. They include
Thurman, Cherry, Taylor, Wilson and Gibbs.
Murray will play 11 games during that stretch.
Anyone who would be interested in playing Legion ball
should contact Oliver at 498-8438 or contact assistant coach
Bill Cherry.
In all, the Legion team will be playing 34 games. In ad-
dition, admission will be free to all home games this season.
Openings For Cage Camps
Registration is going well for the annual Racer Basket-
ball School and the Racer Basketball Camp.
The Racer Basketball School runs from June 13-17 and is
for first, second, third and fourth graders. Murray State
basketball coach Fred Overton said about 60 youngsters
have already signed up for that program.
The Racer Basketball Camp will run from June 19-25 and
will be for fifth grackrs through seniors (fall).
Both camps are outstanding in stressing fundamental
ball and both provide much individual instruction.
There will be three college coaches, besides Overton,
helping in the Racer Basketball Camp. .
Anyone interested in signing up for either program
should contact the Basketball Office at 762-6804 or the Con-
tinuing Education Offiem,et 762-4150.
—In 1976, he became only
the sixth Cleveland pitcher to
strike out 200 batters in one
season.
—And Monday night — the
record books will record it as
May 30, 1977 — the Indians' 22-
year-old 'right-hander pitched
a 12-strikeout no-hitter in
besting Frank Tanana and the
California Angels 1-0.
How about 1978? Perhaps
anothew no-hitter-Maybe even
before this year is over.
This is my first time I
caught a complete no-hitter,"
said catcher Ray Fosse, "but
if I'm around Cleveland much
longer, I'm sure I'll catch
more of his."
In his previous outing,
Eckersley had beat Seattle 2-1
in 12 innings and held the
Mariners hitless over the final
7 2-3 inndigs. The no-hitter
gave him a streak of 16 2-3
innings without allowing a hit.
The major league record is 23
by Boston's Cy Young in 1904.
The Angels did not come
close to a hit. They managed
only two baserunners — one
when Eckersley walked Tony
Solaita on a 3-2 pitch with two
out in the first inning and the
League Leaders
By The Associated Press
American League
BATTING (100 at bats)—
Carew, Min, .375; Bailor, Tor,
.352; Fisk, Bsn, .347;
Waehngtn, Tex, .347; AWoods,
Tor, .333.
RUNS—Fisk, Bsn, 37;
B3nds, Cal, 33; Rudi, Cal, 32;
Hisle, Min, 32; Evans, Bsn, 31;
Carew, Min, 31.
RUNS BATTED IN—Hisle,
Min, 45; Ruth, Cal, 40; Zisk,
Chi, 38; Munson, NY, 35;
Velez, Tor, 32.
HITS—Fisk, Bsn.,,
Bsn, 60; Yount, Mil, 59;
Cooper, Mil, 58; Money, Mil,
58.
DOUBLES—McRae, KC,
15; Lemon, Chi, 13; Burleson,
Bsn, 12; Bostock, Min, 12;
Page, Oak, 12.
TRIPLES—Randolph, NY,
5; Carew, Min, 5; Rice, Bsn, 4;
Moore, Mil, 4; Munson, NY, 4;
Remy, Cal, 4; Zisk, Chi, 4;
McRae, KC, 4.
HOME RUNS—Zisk, Chi,
14; GScott, Bsn, 12; Evans,
Bsn, 11; lisle, Min, 11; Gross,
Oak, 11.
STOLEN BASES—Remy,
Cal, 19; Patek, KC, 16;
JNorris, Cle, 13; Bonds, Cal,
12; Rivers, NY, 10.
PITCHING (6 Decisions)—
DAlexrider, Tex, 6-1, .857, 2.2;
Burgmeier, Min, 5-1, .833,
2.06; Tanana, Cal, 8-2, .soq,
2.08; Castro, Mil, 5-2, .714,
5.56; Knapp, Chi, 5-2, .714,
5.19; Palmer, Hal, 7-3, .700,
2.63; Ryan, Cal, 8-4, .667, 2.42;
Figueroa, NY, 6-3, .667, 1.60.
STRIKEOUTS—Ryan, Cal,
113; Tanana, Cal, 95;
Blyleven, Tex, 65; Palmer,
Bal, 63; Eckersley, Cle, 56.
National League
BATTING (100 at bats )—
Trillo, Chi, .371; Parker, Pgh,
.366; Scott, StL, .356; Brock,
StL, .333; Hendrick, SD, .333.
RUNS—Winfield, SD, 45;
Smith, LA, 42; Rose, Cin, 36;
Griffey, Cin, 35; Morgan, CM,
35.
RUNS BATTED IN—Cey,
LA, 45; Winfield, SD, 42;
Parker, Pgh, 39; Burroughs,
Atl, 39; Gar-VeY;LA, 36.
HITS—Winfield, SD, 65;
Parker, Pgh, 64; Garvey, LA,
61; Griffey, Cin, 59; Trillo,
Chi, 56.
DOUBLES—Cromrtie, Mtl,
18; Reitz, StL, 16; Rose, CM,
15; Parker, Pgh, 14; Luzinski,
Phi, 13; KHrnandz, StL, 13;
Yeager, LA, 13.
TRIPLES—Brock, StL, 5;
Almon, SD, 5; Winfield, SD, 5;
Murnphry, StL, 4; Foli, SF, 4.
HOME RUNS—Murcer,
Chi, 13; Cey, LA, 13; Smith,
LA, 12; Burroughs, Atl, 11;
GFoster, Cin, 11.
STOLEN BASES—Taveras,
Pgh, 20; Cabell, Htn, 18;
Cedeno, Htn, 18; Moreno, Pgh,
17; Morgan, CM, 16; Lopes,
LA, Iltttching )6 Decision-
s)—Denny, StL, 6-0, 1.000,
3.77; Candlria, Pgh, 6-1, .857,
1.94; Rau, LA, 5-1, .833, 4.19;
Carlton, Phi, 7-2, .778, 3.35;
RForsch, StL, 7-2, .778, 3.88;
Rhoden, LA, 7-2, .778, 4.50;
RReuschel, Chi, 6-2, .750, 3.44;
DSutton, LA, 6.2,.:760, 3.12.
STRIKEOUTS—Rogers,
Mtl, 73; Koosman, NY, 60;
PNiekro, AU, 58; Richard,
Htn, 57; Seaver, NY, 53;
Shirley, SD, 53.
other when Bobby Bonds
struck out to open the eighth
but reached base when the
third strike also was a wild
pitch.
But Eckersley, a 6-foot-2,
190-pound right-hander, was
the star of the Memorial Day




"I had a good feeling after
the fifth inning," he said. "The
most exciting inning was the
seventh. I got chills. I knew it
was coming. I had everything,
good command -of all my
pitches. In the bullpen before
the game I didn't have good
stuff, but that was a good sign
because when you're bad
there, you're good in the
game.
-
"I didn't talk to anybody in._ creased the margin to 9-4 on
the dugout. Duane Kuiper
came up and tried to talk to
me but I told him to shut up
because I just wanted to
concentrate on the game."
Tanana allowed only five
hits but yielded a run in the
first inning when centerfielder
Gil Flores missed a shoestring
try for Kuiper's line drive and
it rolled to the fence for a
triple. Kuiper raced home on
Jim Norris' suicide squeeze
bunt.
Orioles 9, Twins 7
Lee May drove in five runs
with two homers and Rick
Dempsey knocked in three
runs with a single, double and
triple for the Orioles.
Baltimore took a 7-4 lead on
May's second homer, a three-
run shot in the sixth, and in-
Eckersley Didn't Let
Anyone Talk In Dugout
CLEVELAND (AP) — "I
didn't talk to anybody,"
Dennis Eckersley said of his
conduct in the Cleveland
Indians' dugout while on his
way to pitching a no-hitter. "I
told the only guy who tried to
talk to me to shut up. I just
wanted to concentrate."
The tension broke after the
22-year-old right-hander
struck out Gil Flores for his
12th strikeout and sealed a 1-0
victory over Frank Tanana
and the California Angels
Monday night.
"It's not a matter of how
good a pitcher you are," said
Eckersley, who now has
pitched 16 2-3 consecutive no-
hit innings, counting his last
start. "It's a matter of how
lucky you are. There are a lot
of good pitchers who never
throw a no-hitter."
The 13,400 fans at Cleveland
Stadium cheered Eckersley's
every pitch in the ninth. After
Eckersley fell behind Bobby
Grich 2-1, catcher Ray Fosse
went to the mound for a
reassuring word. Eckersley
then fired two strikes.
Pinch hitter Willie Mays
Aikens flied to left and that
brought up Flores, who had a
.351 batting entering the
game. But after Flores took
the first pitch for a ball,
Eckersley fanned him on the
next three pitches:
One of the first men to reach
the mound and hug the third--
year hurler was Fosse.
"There's nothing prettier or
nicer thart being involved in a
nohitter," Fosse said.
"Of course I knew he had it
all the way," Fosse said.
"Early in the game he blew
them away with his fast ball.
Then he had a good breaking
ball late in the game. The only
thing I had to do was remind
him to tuck his shoulder in."
FOsse said Eckersley threw
114 pitches and about 40 per
cent of them were breaking
balls.
Eckersley said the most
exciting inning was not the
ninth but the seventh.. "I got
the chills. I knew it was
coming. I had the same feeling
two years ago against
Chicago, but I didn't get it that
time," he said.
The Indians got their run in
the first, after Duane Kuiper
tripled on a liner which got
past centerfielder Flores.
Kuiper scored on a suicide
squeeze buunt by JlinNorris.
Eckersley escriped trouble
in the eighth after Bobby
Bonds reached first on a wild
pitch after striking out. Don
Baylor then hit a grounder to
shortstop. The umpire called
Bonds out as the Indians got
the double play, but Eckersley
said, "He ( Bonds) was safe by
a mile."
Sipping a beer in the locker
room, Eckersley said, "This is
the best game. I had
everything. I was. in good
command of all my pitches.
All that I had on my mind was
winning."
During his first year with
the Indians in 1975, the 6-foot-
2, 190-pound native of Oakland
was named American League
rookie pitcher of the year by
the Sporting News. That year,
Eckersley had a 13-7 record
and a 2.60 earned run average.,
He slipped last season,
posting a 13-12 mark with a
3,44 ERA. But he struck out
200 batters, ranking fourth in
the league. His record now is
5-3. In his last start, Eckersley
pitched a five-hitter in beating
the Seattle Mariners 2-1 in 12
innings. He held the Mariners
hitless over the last 7 2-3
innings.
Play In Colt League
Set To Open Tonight
The Colt League will be under a new format for this season.
The season kicks off tonight with a pair of games.
There are three teams in the league. They are the Giants,
the Tigers and the Braves.
After tonight, games will be played on Mondays and Thur-
sdays of each week.
One team will play a doubleheader each night.
Anyone Thor 16 years-old who would like to play in the Colt
League may still do so by contacting league president lamp
Erwin at 753-4136 or by contacting either Joe Rose at 753-5453
or Brooks Gibson at 492-8648.
Dempsey's two-run double in
the seventh but had to
withstand a three-run Twins
rally in the seventh plus a rain
delay of 1 hour, 40 minutes in
the ninth.
Yankees 5, Red Sox 4
Reggie Jackson and Graig
Nettles drilled consecutive
home runs in the second in-
ning for the Yanks — Jackson
also singled home the tie-
breaking run in the fourth —
Mike Torrez scattered seven
hits and centerfielder Mickey
Rivers, who had three hits,
threw out the tying run at the
plate in the ninth inning.
Carlton Fisk homered for
Boston while Bill Lee last to
the Yankees for only the fifth
time in 17 career decisions.
Brewers 4-3, White Sox 3-8
Ralph Garr's two-run homer
and RBI hits by Lamar
Johnson, Alan Bannister and
Jorge Orta in the sixth inning
helped Chicago win the
nightcap behind Steve Stone.
Don Money drew a bases-
loaded walk off Lerrin
LaGrow in the eighth inning of
the first game to force in the
winning run in Milwaukee's
victory. Richie Zisk of the Sox
took over the major league
home run lead with his 14th.
Mariners 7-9, Rangers 4-3
Seattle knocked out Texas
pitching aces Bert Blyleven
and Gaylord Perry and swept
a doubleheader with a total of
26 hits. Ruppert Jones lashed
a two-out, two-run double in
the seventh inning of the
opener and Bill Stein and
Dave Collins homered as
Blyleven was beaten. Carlos
Lopez knocked in three runs
with two homers and a double
and Stein delivered three
singles in the nightcap as the
expansion Mariners ran their
winning streak to a club
record five games.
A's 6, Tigers 3
Dock Ellis, who had a 23.48
earned run average in his first
four appearances for Oakland,
scattered six hits in eight
innings as the A's handed the
Tigers their sixth consecutive
defeat. It was Ellis' first
victory since being traded by
the Yankees last month.
Oakland scored five runs in
the fourth inning off Dave
Roberts, three of them
unearned due to a pair of
errors by third baseman Phil
Mankowski.
Royals 4, Blue Jays 1
Rookie Joe Zdeb delivered a
tie-breaking single in the sixth
inning and Buck Martinez
doubled home another run.
Paul Splittorff allowed five
hits before needing relief from
Larry Gura in the eighth and
Mark Littell in the ninth. The
loser was Jerry Garvin.
GENERAL
ST. LOUIS — Bob Gassoff, a
defenseman with the St. Louis
Blues, was killed when a
motorcycle he was driving
crossed the center line and
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A. J. Foyt Really Man




Aging but ageless A.J. Foyt,
pocketing the biggest
paycheck of his long and
already legendary racing
career, humbly called himself
"just the stooge" who does the
driving.
"I'm really a man of few
words. There's not much to
say," the first four-time
winner of the Indianapolis 500
somberly told about 2,000
persons at the annual victory
banquet Monday night.
Foyt, who finished 28
seconds ahead of runner-up
Tom Sneva in Sunday's 61st
running of the 500, earned
$259,791 - more than $88,000
more than he received for his
third victory 10 years ago.
This year's top prize was not
a record, but it made the 42-
year-old Foyt the first $1
million winner in Indy history.
"We've had good days, and
we've had bad days," said the
Houston driver, who extended
his Indy record to 20
consecutive starts. "It's been
a long, long wait. But myself
and my crew, we were not
going to quit. We never quit.
We just kept coming back."
Foyt finished second to
Johnny Rutherford in last
year's rain-shortened race -
one W11101-11Crelt-lie-cduld
have won had it gone the
distance. He complained
bitterly at that time that
Rutherford, similarly locked
into second place a year
earlier when rain gave Bobby
Unser the victory, had taken
unfair advantage of yellow
caution lights to improve his
position.
But no protest was filed, and
Foyt - angry but not
discouraged -- vowed to keep
trying.
Foyt, Rutherford and Mario
Andretti all topped ZOO miles
per hour during practice this
year, and Foyt qualified in
fourth position-- behind pole-
winner Sneva and the Unser
brothers, Bobby and Al, both
two-time Indy winners.
Rutherford, who started in
the middle of the pack after an
unsuccessful gamble to wrest
the No. 1 spot from Sneva, was
the first to be forced out. He
blew an engine on the Ilth lap
and finished 33rd, but his
paycheck of $19,472 still was a
record for last place.
Most of the race was a duel
between Foyt and Gordon
Johncock, who led 129 of the
200 laps around the 2',2-mile
track.
Johncock fell behind by 22
seconds before Foyt made a
crucial pit stop on the 182nd
lap, but the 1973 winner
regained the lead the next
time around when Foyt went
in for his final pit stop.
Johncock passed Foyt just as
he was leaving the pits, setting
Sign Contracts
REGINA, Sask. (API -
Two former Arizona State
players, wide receiver Greg
Hudson and defensive end
Larry Shorty, signed with the
Saskatchewan Roughriders of
the Canadian Football League
today.
Hudson, 24, was Arizona
State's leading receiver in
1973. He had a tryout with the
CFL's Toronto Argonauts last
season but failed to make the
club.
Shorty, 25, has had tryouts
with the Oakland Raiders and
the Miami Dolphins of the
National Football League.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sebscribers who base sot
received their liemseilivered
copy ef The Murray Ledger I.
Times by 5:30 p.m. Meade-
Friday "by 3:30 p.m. en Seer
des are urged to call 753-1116
between 5:30 p.m. mid 6 p.m.,
Illearey-fridey, or 3:30 p.m.
mid 4 p.m. Secedes, to insure
delivery of the siewspeper. Calls
meat be place by 6 p.m. week-
days or 4 pie. Saterdays to
geareate delivery.
4
up what appeared to be a
wheel-to-wheel race to the
finish.
But on the next lap,
Johncock's engine blew. He
slowed up and stopped as Foyt
took the lead for good. Sneva,
who set official records of
200.535 m.p.h. for one lap and
198.884 for four laps in
qualifications, movcd up to
second. But Foyt's lead at that
time was an insurmountable
35 seconds.
It turned out that Sneva,
finishing 28.63 seconds behind
Foyt, actually lost the race in,
the pits. He made 10 stops to
Foyt's nine, and spent 48
seconds more than Foyt in the
pits.
Sneva, who led only three
laps during the race, earned
$109,947.
Al Unser, whose $271,697
prize for winning the 1970 race
is the record, pocketed $66,232
for third place this year. Wally
Dallenbach, fourth-place
finisher at Indy two years in a
row, won $41,192, and Johnny
Parsons, son of the 1950
winner, received $33,170 for
fifth place.
The rest of the top 10 were
Tom Bigelow, $30,466; Lee
Kunzman, $29,129; Roger
McCluskey, $27,256; _ Steve
Krisiloff, $26,653, and Jerry
Snfrita;---_-Tom's younger
brother, $23,416. Jerry,
driving in his first cham-
pionship car race, got an
additional $2,000 as Rookie of
the Year.
Johncock, his total boosted
by an eitra $150 for each-of his
129 laps in front of the pack,
wound up with $45,417 for 11th.
Rookie Janet -Guthrie, the
first woman driver in the Indy
500, said it was "still
somewhat incredulous"
finding herself in the company
of the 32 male drivers. She
won $16,556 - her largest
paycheck ever - for a 29th-
- place finish.
"I will definitely be back
next year," said the 39-year-
old Miss Guthrie.
The total purse - topping $1
million for the eighth straight
year - was $1,116,807,
breaking the former record of
$1,037,276 set last year.
Yanks, A's Win In
Kentucky League
There was one close game
and one run-away as the
season for the Kentucky
League opened Monday hight.
In the first contest, Mark
Waldrop pitched a one-hitter
as the Yanks edged the
Pirates 5-3.
Waldrop had seven
strikeouts for the Yanks.
It was tied 3-3 going into the
top of the fifth but Waldrop
tripled to bring in the lead run
then an insurance run was
added when McClard doubled.
Waldrop and McOard each
had two hits for the yanks
while Jay Wells had the only
hit for the Pirates.
In the second contest, the
A's scored six times in the
first inning then exploded for
17 more in the second en route
to a 32-7 win over the Cubs.
The game was called after
four innings of play.
Whited had four hits for the
A's while Bolen, Jones,
Cochran, Keesler, Kelso and
Hatton all had two hits.
Hopkins added one.
For the Cubs, Prescott and
Holt each had two hits while
Wallace, Cathey and Kenyon
each had one hit.
Playoffs At A Glance













Qualify for your energy tax credit!
Install Rusco Storm Windows and Doors Now)
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Caldwells Take Honors
In Belles And Beaux
Carolyn and Jerry Caldwell
won their third Belles and
Beaux Golf Tournament by
playing the Oaks Country Club
course in a seven-under par
65.
Only once in the four-year-
old tourney have the Caldwells
failed to win and that was last
year when they had to skip the
tournament.
A total of 90 couples, the
largest ever in the field,
played • with rain, lightning
and thunder on both days. Of
course for the Oaks Country
Club Tournaments, inclimate
weather has seemed to




Mitchell Story had the course
in beautiful shape.
Mary Bain of Sikeston won
the prize for the longest drive
for a woman while Jimmy
Lamb of the Oaks Country
Club won the prize for the
longest drive by a man.
Cathryn Brooks was closest
to the pin for the women and
Sam Griffin closest to the pin
for a man. Prizes for those
awards were donated by
Dennison-Hunt Sporting
Goods.
There was also a 1977
Chevrolet Chevette for a hole-
in-one and though several
were close, some even
claimed they should have at
*least won a bumper, nobody
won the car.
The car was donated by
Taylor Chevrolet, the Bank of
Murray and Peoples Bank.
There were a total of four
flights and equal prizes were
awarded to the top five places
in each flight.
Finishing behind the
Caldwells were Mack and
Mary Bain of Sikeston. They
were two strokes back at 67.
Third in the championship
flight was a tie between J. P.
and Laura Paker and Jasper
and Betty Vowel!.
The Parkers won on a
scorecard countback.
Fifth place was a tie bet-
ween the team of Fred and
Betty Shepard and the team of
Betty Stewart ' and Nicky
Ryan. The Shepards won on a
scorecard countback. -
In the first flight, the team
of J. C. and Shirley Mitchell
and the team of Jimmy and
Carita Lamb tied for first. The




Third place went to Bill and
Mary Bogard who had tied
with Sam and Eleanor Griffin.
Donald - and Peggy Fee Wein
fifth place. Also tying for fifth
were Jim and Linda White,
Max and Murelle Walker, Bill
and Carla Kobler and Doris
and Forrest Stepp.
In the second flight. Bill and
Polly Seale won a playoff for
first on the third extra hole.
Also tying were Charles and
Eddie Caldwell along with
Paul Jerry Lee and Sue
Bro)A.n.
I.ee-Brown took second
place with the Caldwells
taking third. Sparky and Nell
Newton took fourth with Lee
and Loraine Hamilton fifth.
In the third flight, Carter
and Jeanie Brien took first,
Rudell and Isabell Parks
second, J.R. and Margaret
Hutchison. third, Basil and
Cathryn Brooks fourth and
David and Brook .Bradford
fifth
Foyt Forgets Everything When
He Gets Behind Wheel To Race
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
01' grandpappy did it again
- No. 4 at Indianapolis' fabled
brickyard. Auto racing will
wait a long time before it sees
another like A.J. Foyt.
Etch his name in lasting
concrete beside such im-
mortals as Ruth, Dempsey,
Thorpe, Bobby Jones and
Babe Zaharias. He is one of a
kind.
"When I get strapped into a
car, everything is beautiful,"
the hard-nosed Texan keeps
telling us. "Racing is my
game. The politics, the
financing, the sponsorship -
all that stuff drives me up a
wall."-
The 42-year-old demon of
speed was climbing no walls in
the traditional Memorial 500
when he drove his self-
designed Coyote to an un-
precedented fourth Indy
triumph, ending 10 years of
concentrated effort. He last
won in 1967.
Foyt is the maverick of the
profession - intense,
combative, a man of moods.
Respected by his peers for his
daring and rare driving skill,
he nevertheless has left a
legion of jealous rivals in the
wake of his fire-spitting
machine. '
He never stopped to ac-
cumulate a regimen of close
friends. His personality
wouldn't allow it. Gracious
and charming when thrown
into a social atmosphere - not
often, if he can help it - he
becomes a vicious, snarling
tiger when he enters the pits.
A lust for speed and victory
courses through hiS'Verrigt. He
resents distractions. He has
been accused of being cold to
his fellow drivers and curt
with the press.
"I may be up to my neck in
problems while I'm working in
the garage," he says, •'and
some guy will come up and try
Major League Standings
By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pct. GB
Bait 26 17 .605 -
N-York 26 20 1'7
Boston 23 21 .523 31/2
Milwkee 25 25 .500 4'2
Cleve 19 22 .463 6
Detroit 
17 
26 .395 9 •
Toronto 8 28 .391 9,2
West
Minn 28 17 .622
Chicago 25 19 .568 2'2
Texas 21 21 .500 5'2
Calif 23 23 .500 5'2
Oakland 22 23 .489 6
K.C. 21 23 .477 6I2
Seattle 21 30- .412 10
Monday's Results
Milwaukee 4-3, Chicago 3-8,
Seattle 7-9, Texas 4-3
Kansas City 4, Toronto 1
New York 5, Boston 4
Cleveland 1, California 0
Oakland 6, Detroit 3
Baltimore 9, Minnesota 7
Tuesday's Games
California (Ross 2-21 at
Cleveland (Garland 2-5), (n)
New York (Patterson 1-1) at
Boston (Cleveland 2-31, (n)
Oakland (Blue 3-5) at Detroit
(Hiller 1-5
Baltimore ( May 6-4) at Min-
nesota (Redfern 1-3), In)
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Kansas City at Toronto, (n )
Cleveland at Detroit, In
Boston at Texas, In)
New York at Minnesota, In )
Baltimore at Chialgo, In




'Montneal 5-3, New York 1-2
St. l,oáis 14, Chicago 0
San Diego 12-9, San Francisco
8-8
Philadelphia 6, Pittsburgh 4
Cincinnati 7, Atlanta 3
Houston 5, Los Angeles 3
Tuesday's Games
Pittsburgh (Demery 3-21 at
Philadelphia (Lerch 5-2), In)
Montreal (Alcala 1-2) at New
York (Swan 1-4), (n)
Atlanta (Niekro 2-7) at Cin-
cinnati (Nolan 3-0), fro
Chicago (Bonham 6-31 at St.
Louis (Denny 6-01, In)
Los Angeles (Hooton 4-1 ) at
Houston (Richard 3-4) ( n )
San Diego (Griffin 4-3) at San
Francisco (Barr 6-4), In)
Wednesday's Games
- San Diego at San Francisco
New York at Montreal, In)
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia, •
in)
Atlanta at Cincinnati, in )
Chicago at St. Louis, In)
Los Angeles at Houston, in
National League
East
W L Pct. GB
Chicago 28 15 .651
Pitts 26 16 .619 1'
S Louis 27 18 .600 2
Phila 24 19 .558 4
Montreal 18 25 .419 10
N York 15 29 .341 13..
West
Los Ang 33 14 .702 -
Cinci 21 23 .477 10 1 1.
S Diego 23 28 .451 12
S Fran 20 26 .435 121,
Houston 19 27 .413 13'1
17 31 .354 16.-:
to strike up a conversation. I
say, 'Sorry. I can't talk now,'
and the guy goes out and tells
everybody I am a slob.
"They keep telling me I
gotta do this and I gotta do
that. I tell them, 'I don't have
to do a damn thing but die."
Although five times a
national driving champion,
Foyt never has been satisfied
to confine himself to the big
tracks and the big money. He
has gone against the best .of
his trade at Indy, Daytona, Le
Mans and Sebring and has
shown up at county fairs and
,ibscure outlying tracks to
race midgets, sprint cars,
sports and stocks.
Often he has shown up-
unannounced in a station
wagon or on a motorcycle and
asked to be entered in a race.
It leaves promoters chagrined
that they have not had an
opportunity to publicize his
appearance. No other auto
racing name so .excites a
(crowd.
Like a ghost, A.J. appears,
races, wins . and then as
quickly disappears. He's not
much on ceremony.
Anthony Joseph Foyt Jr.,
was racing at 5 in a car built
by his father. He quit school at
16 and took to the road. The
,.U.S Auto Club says no man
ever won more events on as
many tracks.
Although involved in many -
accidents - principally those
In Riverside, Calif., Daytona
and Milwaukee in the mid-
1960s which left him broken
and seared .with third-degree
burns, Foyt never flinched
from danger.
"I worry more about riding




Robert Laird Duncan Sr., 74,
of Westfield, N.J., former all-
American quarterback and
long-time high school athletic
director, died Monday in
Overlook Hospital.
Duncan was an all-
American quarterback for the
national champion University
of Iowa football team in 1921.
Duncan became athletic
director at Westfield High
School in 1930 and remained in.
that post for 34 years before
retiring in 1964. He also was a
football and track coach.
Surviving are his wife,
Esther; a son, Robert L. Jr.;- a
daughter, Mrs. Diana
Eisenhart; two sisters, Mrs.
Jane' Eggert and Mrs. Faye
Linger, and six grandchildren.
Padres Sweep Giants
In Alvin Dark's Debut
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
"We've got a lot of young
players, A lot of good ones.
I've got to find out who can do
what," Alvin Dark said.
The new manager of the San
Diego Padres took a look at
just about everyone and found
out that Mike Ivie can hit the
ball.
The Padres set a National
League. record by using 41
players in their doubleheader
sweep of the San Francisco
Giants 12-8 and 9-8 Monday
and the teams set a major
league record by using 74
players in the twinbill.
"Well, I got a look at all of
them," said Dark, who took
over his new job a few hours
before the Memorial Day
doubleheader and made one
key change - moving Ivie
from the No. 5 spot to third in
the batting order.
!vie respoNed with seven
hits for the day, including ..a
record-tying five doubles.
"It's the kind of day you
dream about," Ivie said.
In other NL games Monday,
Montreal swept a
doubleheader from the New
York Mets 5-1 and 3-2, St.
Louis crushed the Chicago
Cubs 14-0, Philadelphia
defeated Pittsburgh 6-4,
Cincinnati downed Atlanta 7-3.
and Houston stopped Los
Angeles 5-3.
"I always thought he (hie)
would be 'a good, No. 3 hitter
because • he, makes good
-contact," Dark said. "He's not
too fast, but when he hits the
ball like that, he doesn't have
to be."
[vie tied a major league
mark when he doubled twice
in a seven-run seventh-inning
burst that carried the Padres
to victory in the opener. His
five doubles in the twinbill tied
a NI. record shared by three
other players.
George Hendrick homered
in each game for San Diego,
which extended its winning
streak to four games.
Cardinals 14, Cubs 0
I,ou Brock had four hits,
driving in four runs, Jerry
Cubs, Yanks Winners
In Little League Play
Diana Duncan helped pitch and bat the Cubs to a 15-12 win
over the Athletics in the first of a pair of wild games played in
the Little League Monday.
_Duncan pitched the first three innings and got the win as
she left with the Cubs holding a seemingly safe 11-2 lead.
The A's closed to within 11-6 with -four in the fo,urth but in
the fifth, the Cubs posted four to lead 15-6. Then in the top of
the sixth, the A's exploded for six runs, the big hit being a
three-run double by John Smelser, and the Cubs almost lost
the game.
In fact, the game ended with the bases loaded for the A's.
Duncan had three doubles in the contest and knocked in Six
runs. She had an RBI double in the three-run first inning and
added a three-run double in the third when the Cubs posted
four runs.
For the A's, who fall to 1-2 on the season, Harry Weatherly
led the way with three hits while Krit Allbritten added two.
Russell Garland, John Smelser, Kelly Calvin, Jimmy Kelly,
George Moore and Mike Montgomery all added one hit for
the A's.
Duncan's three hits paced the Cubs, who are now 2-1, while
Mike Daniel added two hits, including a two-run double. Also
hitting safely were Tom Whitlow, Billy Collins, Kevin Richer-
son and Mike Davis.
The second game was indeed an oddity as the Yanks took a
13-8 win over the Astros. But it could hardly be labeled as a
slugfest.
The Astros had eight runs but didn't get a basehit.
Andy Parks held the Astros hitless but ran into control
problems and left with one out in the last of the sixth. Parks
had 11 strikeouts in the game.
The Yanks got off to a quick 6-0 lead in the first inning as
Mark Boggess opened the game with a triple and scored on a
double by Robert Stout. The only other big hit in the game
was a run-scoring triple by Nicky Santagado.
Santagado had two hits and three runs batted in while
Parks also had two hits for the Yanks, who are now 1-2 on the
season.
Mark Boggess, David sMcCuiston,.. Mike Stoddard and.
Robert Stout also hit safely.
The Astros-are now winless in three starts.
Mumphrey chased home three
runs and Ken Reitz smacked a
two-run homer, powering St.
Louis past ChiCago.
The Cards battered Chicago
pitching for 21 hits as left-
!lender Pete Falcone, 2-5,
pitched a six-hitter. St. Louis
scored three runs in, the
fourth, chasing loser Mike
Krukow, 4-3, then erupted for
nine runs in the sixth, snap-
ping the Cubs' winning streak
at five games.
Astros S. Dodgers 3
Joaquin Andujar, with last-
inning help from Ken Forsch,
pitched a five-hitter and
Houston erupted for four runs
in the second Mning in han-
ding Los Angeles its third
straight defeat - the longest
Dodgers losing string of the
season.
Houston scored four runs in
the second inning on singles by
Enos Cabell, Art Howe and.
Cesar Cedeno and Dodgers
shortstop Ted Martinez' error.
Phillies 6, Pirates 4
Tim McCarver slammed a
three-run double in the first
inning and Ted Sizemore
cracked a fifth-inning homer
as Philadelphia handed Pit-
tsburgh its fourth straight
defeat. Steve Carlton, 7-2,
went the route as the Phillies
gained their fourth straight
triumph.
Reds?. Braves 3
A two-run triple by Ken
Griffey sparked a four-run
eighth-inning rally. giving,
Cincinnati its victory' - over
Atlanta. Pete Rose singled
home Cesar Gerommo,
snapping a 3-3 tie, Grilley
scored pinch-runner Ed
ArmSbrister and Rose with hi
triple and Joe Morgan singled
home Griffey.
Expos 5-3, Mets 1-2
Tony Perez slammed a t
run homer in the first- gariie
and Andre Dawson connected
with one on in the nightcap as
Montreal swept
doubleheader from New York
Steve Rogers fired a four-
hitter in the first. game and
Perez socked his sixth home
run of the year. In the
nightcap. Dawson's second
home run of the season gave
Stan Bahnsen, making his
first appearance for the Expos




- Eamon McEnaeney wore('
three goals and assisted on
five others, leading Cornell to
a 16-8. victory over Johns
Hopkins as the Big Red suc-
cessfully defended its NCAA
University Division lacrosse
title.
Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant
Italian Spaghetti
Special 99 InsideWith Garlic Bread and 1'2 price on DiningCombination Salad (with meal) Only
'Super Special For Kids 1 /Spaghetti and Salad /2 Price I
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 P.M.
Includes as Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good










Home of The 8ottomless Coke
510 Mam 753-2975 cU01
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See us for: Ceramic
tile bathrooms, slate
and broken tile, tile
porches and patio,
Tub and shower en-
closures, all sizes of
mirrors, Marble
vanity top and small





Ti kl NIA% ti 1977
- C'rossword Puzzler
1 Coves 4 Compass
5 Heavy c,ut) point
9111,er., 5 Partners
2 He and 6 Encourage
1 3 Border on 7 Mongrel
11 Man s na'ne 8 Lafin
Beverage contunction
1f, Rotban road 9 Assistants























submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.
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on and the Business
Office may be
reached on 753-







$2.98. Make latch hook
rugs and pillows for half
the price of pre-cut
yarn. 15 per cent
discount to Senior
Citizens. House of
Thousands . in Fox
Meadows, South 16th St.
Murray's Newest Yarn





Matthew 24:13, 14. "But
he that shall endure unto
the end, the same shall
be saved. And this
gospel of the kingdom,
shall be preached in all
the world for a witness -
unto all nations and then
shall the end come." For
further information




bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
BROOKS TOURS will
take you to Opryland,
Saturday, June 11, St.





wood, Brooks Bus Line,
- Murray, Kentucky






You can, too. Learn
how to become an
Avon Representative
even if you've never





3 Card Of lhanks
THE RICHARD DAVIS
family wishes to express
their appreciation to all
those who expressed
their sympathies and
helped so much, at the
time of their loss.of their
tjeloyed Marion "Red"
Davis. It is impossible to
thank everyone in-
dividually.





















THE COUNCIL OF JUNGLE CHIEFS.









I LIKED IT SETTER
WHEN I DEN'TNEARIT
HOW OLD ARE YOU ?---
HOW MUCH DO YOU
MAKE ?---DO YOU
DYE YOUR HAIR ?---







ON 'THE 6ENEFfisit -
REPORT f3EFORE
REAOY1
rw E MUST DESTROY
THE CENTER-IN

















Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
5 Lost And Found
LOST 18 month old Sorrell
colt about 12 miles East
of Murray on Highway
94 in vicinity of Browns
Grocery. Colt has 3
white socks, blaze on
forehead, and about 5
feet tall. Recently gilted
and needs medical at-
tention. Had rope halter

























WANTED TWO people to
draw tobacco plants and
ride tobacco setter. Call
after 6:30 p. m. or before
7 a. m. 753-0672.
NUTRITION SITE





205 South 7th Street by
F-riday, June 3. Phone
753-0929.
WANTED CUSTODIAN
for all types of work at
Taylor Motors. Apply in
person to Bob Bazzell,
- 303 South 4th, Murray.
EXPERIENCED COOK.
6-2 shift. Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Drive. Apply in
person between 9 and 5.
CLEANUP AND lube
man. New car dealer-







and salary history in
confidence to: Ledger
and Times, P. 0. Box
32W.
WANTED A SALES
persoil to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If in-










ash or Funk, Min •
growing   as
prsfessiossal Miotograpbor.
Travel tbo US and got paid top
MAW pies travel, illovrances.
No oxperimmo necessary,
paid training to qualified ap-
pRanas. Don't mins Ms op-
portunity to become •




sportatim and • real drive to
gor-Idoimod. No lematismot
Toad • latter of interest and
particulars to: EASTERN
PlIOTOGRAPIIK LIBRATORIE
S MC- 176 Waterman Rand
lissamestoo Cana. Attn: Dirac
ter of porsoneol. Mosso ist
clads complete tolopb000
nornsbor. Interviews will be
bold in Nesbrillo. Town. in fbe
near future. lbw* yew fir
your intorost.
14 Want To Buy
FEATHERBEDS
PAYING top price. Cali
753-7462 after 5 a.m.
14 Want' TO But
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
GOOD USED man's
bicycle. Call after 5, 753-
6211.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold
and sterling. Call 753-
9232.
AIR CONDITIONER
sale. All deluxe models
with 10 position ther-
mostat and variable
















sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue, 753-6767.
AMF Riding Lawn













IF YOU think home fires
always happen to other






- sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
24" 10 SPEED _Western
Flyer bike. Only one
month old. $95.00 value
- Will sell for $75.00.
Call 753-6103,
TWO SMALL Aucliovox
speakers, $1 0.0 0.
Women's large wet suit,
$40. Craig 8 track stereo
recorder, 3 months old,
$100. Call 436-5412,
BE GENTLE, be kind, to
that expensive carpet,
clean with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric sham-
pooer. "Big' •K," Bel Air
Shopping Center.
SHUTTERS - black
plastic. Sizes 39 through
67 inches. Inquire at
Murray lumber
Company 104 Maple or
call 753-3161. 4
BANK prMERICARD
credit machine and new
triplicate statement
machine. Call 753-8500.
GRASS HOG cuts grass





-show the results of
regular Blue Lustre spot
cleaning. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "wishing
Well Gift Shop."
COMPLETE IN ground
vinyl liner pools in-
stalled as low as
$5,500.00. Call collect for
more information 15021
328-8567 or i502) 355-
2838.
REBUILT LAWN
mowers. $25 and up. K






dining table and 4
chairs. Call 762-2401





















WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery





345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin. Early season
on Baughman during
March.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing





(Blue metal flake) 135h.
p. motor and trailer.
Call 753-6571 after 4:30.
151-: FT. Pro Craft bass
boat. 85 Mercury, power
trim, trolling motor,
depth finder, tape deck
and custom trailer. Call
436-2718 after 5 p.m.
SUPER SLICK, ' low
profile new 1977 Apollo
jet boats. Call 527-1436
days or 527-8814 nights.
Located at --Edwards
Motor Co„ _305 E. 4th,
Benton, Ky.
24" 10 SPEED Western
Flyer bike. Only .one
month old. $95.00 value
- Will sell for $75.00.
Call 753-6103.
TWO 10 SPEED Western
Auto bicycles. Call 753-
3489.








sleeps 6, new 225
Chrysler engine, Crown




RALEIGH-10 speed btue •




River Queen, 75 Mer-
cury 50 h.p. outboard,
used 2 months, sleeps 6.
Evinrude. Asking $5500.
Must sell. Kenlake













made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah.
Phone 1-443-7323.
2000 INDUSTRIAL Ford







with glass doors and






Imput Impedence 8 oh-
ms. Max. imput power,
35 watts. Call 753-6805.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1966 10 FT. WIDE, 2
bedroom air con-
ditioner. Furnished,
nice. $2750. Call 753-2762.
1972 MOBILE HOME, 12
x 65. Real good con-
dition. Call 437-4832 after
4 p. in.
1972 24 x 54, double wide;
Magnolia trailer.








in ralige and oven.
Codipletely un-
derpinned. Located at
102 Riviera courts. must
be .seen to be ap-
preciated. Phone 753-
4438. UnfurniSned.
MOBILE HOME 12 x 65,
one year. -old, 2
bedrooms, 2 full baths,






Style-Mar, 12 x 60. All
electric, two bedrooms,
living room, kitchen,
bath. All large rooms.
Carpet throughout




EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 703
bedroom mobile time,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep-
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 year.;
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer
on private lot. Call 753- '
4726 after 4 p. m:
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
,Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent
FAMILY WANTS to rent
2 or 3 bedroom home in










husband and wife, both
graduate students.
Under $185 per month.
Call collect 1-314-287-
6893 after 5 p. m.
32 Apartments For Rent
ONE ROOM EF-
FICIENCY apartment, "
1602 Olive Street. Close
to campus. Furnished.




paid. Available June 1.













2'2 miles east of Murray














bath an4 garage. $150

























































































































For Rent Or Lease
RENT OR LEASE,
store building on
uth side court square
yfielck, 2500 sq. ft.
ll Dal Boyd, 1-247-
LEASE - four








R SALE - Three
carling Angus' steers.





C POODLE pup. $25
ch. Call 436-2745.
Poultry Supplies
AFOWL , FOR sale.
.00 each. Call 1-527-
I
Real Estate









gency, 206 South 4th,
IRIALITY MALTY CO.





Income property. . . 2
story frame house near
university, 2 apart-
ments, central gas heat,











HOUSE and view of
Kentucky Lake for year
round living. Call us to




kitchen, and 3 car
garage. Priced in the
40s. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222. We work hard to





and 30 acres only 4 miles
from Murray with 19
acres of primed ten-
dable land, 8 acres
timber, tobacco barn, 8
stall horse barn and
other outbuildings.
Priced in the 30's. Phone -
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222 for full time
Real Estate service.
QUIET COUNTRY
LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on






basketball court. A nice





--EINE, WELL built brick
home on Sycamore at
7th. 'This four -bedroom,-
home is on a huge lot (75






Realtor, 505 Main St.,






Home. $88,000. Call 753-
3865.
64 ACRES with brick
house in South Graves
County. Call 753-0180.




113 S. 4th 753-2835
THE ARMY RESERVE.
PART OF WHAT YOU EARN IS PRIDE.
You may join the Army Reserve to learn a skill, or to earn
good second income. But you could come away with some-
hing a lot more important. It's noCsomething you can put in
the bank. You pay for it with your sweat, your spirit, your










Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
Ilewe owned wed operated ever 20 years. De not sign any contract
.111 1.1 is finished
100 South 13th St. I ..one 753-3914
Roaches, Silver Fish end Shrubs
11111i0,441
PEST CONTROLII 11a450(IA11044
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1971 FORD TORINO, 2
door hardtop, power akd








1974 T BIRD. moon roof,
new. Mich 
extra sharp with all
extras.- $4800. Call 753-
8500. .
1974 - CJ5:. Excellent
condition. Can be seen at
-Treas -Used, Caest-Call
436-2524 or 436-5496.
FOR SALE: '73 MONTE
'CARI 0 Biirgundy.
vinyl roof, air, scot-
chguard seats: Wife
quitting work, does not
need. EXCELLENT
CONDITION. $2700 or
take over payments. 554-













- steering, brakes and air.
Maroon with White top.
Call 753-4015.
After 4:00 call 753-6103.
50. Campers
WHITES _CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Etighway 94 toward Ken-
Lake. Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
Clean used campers.






plate and window glass.












Has his hand out. Don't be so generous! Invest now so
part of this year's income will be sheltered Ibis time nest
year, you'll be smiling Got frowning. .Illock building
suitable for clean-up shop, trailers, and apartment for
rental income. Invest today!
43. Real Estate
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7531061
LIVE AND EARN. Buy
now, move in and start









property. All this and a 2
:bedroom home on tree
shaded lot. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 today for more
information. We look
forward to serving you.
ONLY $25,000 buys this
nice 3 bedroom brick
veneer home in DEX-
TER on.corner lot near
churches and grocery
store. Large dining
room, electric heat, two
air conditioners. This is
a well constructed home
and offers comfortable
living area in rural
setting. Call or come by




206 S. 416 Street
753-S446
Nen Listing Needed.
45 Farms For Sale
SMALL FARM, 31 acres,
20 tendable now in
beans. Wooded hillside
beautiful building site..
Eight miles North. ,o,f
Muriay, it mile off 641.
Call 753-3976., ,
A NICE 10 acre farm
located on Palestine




Wooded 3 acres, 12
minutes North Of
Murray, 641 Call 527-
1087
46. Homes For Sale
MUST SELL - by owner.
Nice 3 bedroom cottage,




Reduced to $14.500. Call
762-4288 or 753-6274 aftef
'5p.m.
SEVEN ROOM house, 4
miles North of Murray




garage and carport with
extra lots. Late model
used Ford with low
Mileage. Call 753-5288.




pliances. Call now, to
see, 753-7835. -_
CRAPPIE HOLLOW -
double lot on 280 and
Lakeway Shores Plus
mobile home. Excellent
well. 200' septic field, 1968 CAMARO s.eeds
wide driveways. Nice work. Call 767-2512 bet-
trees. Good business ween Sand 7p. m.
47 Motorcycles
1974 YAMAHA 100 MX.
Excellent condition.
New rings. Call 436-5377.
YAMAHA MINI Endure
Motorcycle trailer. lft7f.
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1969 CAMARO, 327




Mr and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,
Big_ block engine with
headers. Good gas
mileage. Call 354-8222




power and air. Power
windows, AM with 8-
track tape. Has good





body work on bed. $1150.
1974 Vega automatic
with air, $1195. Call 489-
2595.
1971 TORINO GT. Power,
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.'
1973 OLDSMOBILE
Cutlass. Power steering
and brakes, air, factory




after 6. Must sell.
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power




straight shift, • 51,000
miles, tool boxes on each
side. $1800. Call 753-1499
after 5 p. m.
1977 LTD II. Just 7,000
miles. Fully equipped.




local car, $1,000. Call
753-6648.
potential. $7800. . By
owner. Call 436-2538.





brick, $26,500. 402 N.
17th between Olive and
Hamilton. Call 753-2498.
THREE BEDROOM
frame on a large lot. 7.5
miles East of Murray on






for a small bike.'Knobby
tires front and rear.
Asking $250.00. Call 354-









rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
753-838L
ELECTRICAL WIRING -








struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day -or
night 442-7026.
KIRBY Carpet Care.
Steam Clean-one room at
I cents per sq.. ft. and we
rAill clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would -only be












Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
NSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on. these
' high heat and cooling
bills. co Doug Taylor
.at .253-2310 for free
estimates.
'FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for















of any -kind. -Phone 753-
9753.
BUSHOGGING or gar-
dens tilled in New
Concord area. Call 436-
5427.
WILL DO hauling of any
kind, also in county.
















WILL HAUL LIME or
white rock or sand. Call
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
753-4545.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump , removal,







Service. Call 489-2414 or
901-642-0712.
L & M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
NEED TREES cut, or






house siding & trim. Call
Jack Glover, 753-1873




weekend? We're open 7
days a week. Call 474-
2748 or 474-8848.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or




ficient service. NO job_












TRICIAN and gas • in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
51 Services Offered
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,
or roof repair. Built up
roofing. Call 436-2712.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and baekhoe work needs
7203.

























The new Mag.< 4,ngers Ffenche,
Sheller vice! green beans trench style
and shells any peas or beans that yo,
would normally shell by nand QuIco
Easy
Powered by ro.' '1114^0
...able speed 04, t140411 ma.
two? buShoes an ru,„4 and
rrt,ouleS D,s,wasne. 54,e
She It
rar,twr -rye ancrtsears 5.pVTIrSCPT
w you fa, entOy those geoRso fnu.t







Imi SAVE!SAVE!21 MileFree Deliver
$425.00 ea, flawed, ready to ow. Also precut you bud at
Wei as $300.00. II .pt. 24 60 standard but will preort
say she needed. Boy tlie but for less
CUSTOM BUILT MIAMI BUILDINGS 753-0964
JUST REDUCED - 1634 MILLER AVE. Com-
pletely redecorated 3 bedroom brick veneer on
beautifully wooded lot. House has fireplace with
gas or electric logs and atw shag carpeting.
Garage has plumbing in one end for additional
bath. Located near; Murray State University.
Reduced to $29,900.
BOYD-MAJORS
105 N. 12th Street
753-8080
REAL ESTATE
Audro Moody  753-9036
Barbara Erwin  753-4136
Homer Miller  7;37519
Reuben Moody . 753 9036
B.8. Hook   753 2387










Ile its.. to Pt ellarsall- maid
camas carpets as
EASILY'-
30 pane pooaau poser
Ws. toes all Owed.;
EFFECTIVELY-
(luns noses and ,,Ikr
out am) 00orn dot and




a bacus., or me Cm)
000 SAVE Up TO
- -S2500 PER 500004
.‘k
Rent for Ditty $1200 a day
Bel- Air Decor Store
lad it Center 153 *41
OLD HAN' FOR . sale. .
Good for mulching. a






For Sale or Trade
Two bedroom, brick home. 803 Vine. $16,500. See
Dan Shipley or call 753-4751 or 753-2878.
5
6\44
SATURDAY, JUNE 11, 1977
1:00 PM - RAIN OR SHINE
LOCATION: At the North CO kmIt KentuLkv Border,li
the Purchase Parkway 4. mile West of Highway 4505 Jimtown Road
PARKWAY MOBILE HOME COURT
repao 1, 1 1,ft
_14ere aiP 42
letort *o ' •*,
'way
nar1Cfmg
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'ale funeral for Mrs. Ann
Stallons of 1503 Cardinal
Drive, Murray, is being held
-today attwo p.m. at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker officiating. The
music is by Mrs. Vernon
Shown, soloist, and Richard
.Juries, organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Joe Thurman, Kenneth Goode,
Monk Stallons, Don Leet,
Kenneth Adams, and Bobby
Martin. Burial will follow in
the Green Hill Memorial
Gardens in Christian County.
Mrs. Stations, age 44, died
Saturday at Southgate. She
was a member of the First
Baptist Church and was
employed as a bookkeeper for
Shackelford, Goode, and
Thurman CPA. Her husband,
Marshall -Stallons, died in
1.972. Born December 10, 1932.
in Trigg County, she was the
daughter of Peachie Bridges
1.ight and the late Elzie B.
i.ight.
Survivors include her
mother, Mrs. Elsie Light,
Cadiz; two daughters, Mrs.




),Iurray; four sisters, Miss
Light, Mrs._ LOS .
Marquis, and Mrs. Sonny
Betty Litchfield, all of
Cadiz, and Mrs. Jean Parker,
Louisville; one brother, the
Re Bobby Light, Cadiz. "
Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Woods
Final rites for Mrs. Burlin
Ruby Woods of Murray
Route Five were held Monday
at ten a iii. at the chapel of the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Norman
Culpepper and the Rev. Bill
Pryor officiating.
Mike and Jackie Cun-
ningham, Roman, Ronnie, and
Melvin Whitlow,. and 13utcb
Hutson served as pallbearers,
Burial was in the Elm Grove
Cemaery.
Mrs. Woods, age 51, died
Saturday at 5:05 a. m: at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband, Burlin Woods,
mother, Mrs. Flora Cun-
ningham, sister, Mrs. Russell
I Mary) Parker, and two
brothers. Edwin and Odell





The funeral services' for Mr.
and Mrs. James Lyon,
brother-in-law and sister of
Robert Joe McCoart of
Murray, who died at
Southgate on Saturday, will be
held Thursday at ten a. m. at
St. Agnes Catholic Church,
Fort Wright, with burial to
follow in S. John's Cemetery.
Friends may call Wed-
nesday from four to nine p. m.
at the Linnemann Funeral
Home, Erlanger.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyon were
residents of 225 Cherry Wood
Drive, Fort Mitchell. He was1
president of the Covington
River Steel Corporation and
was president of Summit Hills
'Country Club at Covington.
Mrs. Lyon was active in many
civic organizations there.
They were both graduates of
the old Villanova Madonna
College, now Thomas More
Collego, and a special
memorial fund has been
started there in their memory.
The family has requested that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
the American Cancer Society
or a favorite charity.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyon, both age
42, are survived by two sons,
Jay and Drew, and three
daughters, Laura, Kaye W.,
and I.ysa, all of the home
address at Fort Mitchell.
Mrs. I.yon is survived by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Patrick
McCoart of West Van Lear,
and one ;brother, Robert
McCoart, Murray. (Mr. Lyon is
survived by his p*ents, Mr.
and Mrs. George S. Lyon,
Park Hills, and two brothers,
George S. Lyon, Villa Hills,




The funeral services for Don
Grogan of 1627 Loch Lomond
Drive, Murray, were held
Monday at 3:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro.
Kenneth Hoover and Bro.
Henry Hargis officiating and




Walter Jones, Jr., Jim Bryan,
Tommy Chrisp, and W. L.
Polly. Honorary pallbearers
were Tonunye D. Taylor, Bob
Bazzell, Ben Nix, James Lee
Harmon, Donnie McCord, Hal
Miller, Walter Byars, Gary
Taylor, Jerry Miller and
Francis Wilkerson, all of
Taylor Motors where Mr.
Grogan had been parts
manager since May 1956.
Burial was in the Green
Plain Cemetery.
Mr. Grogan, age 50, died
Saturday at Southgate. He
was a member of the
University Church of Christ.
He is survived by his
parents, Mr. and Mrs._ Dewey
Grogan, Murray Route Four;
daughter, Miss Renee Grogan,
and son, Greg Grogan,
Murray; four brothers, James
Hugh, Jacksonville, Fla.,






Galloway, age 75, died
Monday at 5:10 p. m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was the mother of Mrs.
Ruth Daughaday of Murray.
The deceased was born
September 4, 1901, and was the
daughter of the late Ludie and
Robert C. Butterworth. She
was preceded in death by her
husband, Zachary Lee





and taught school in the
Mayfield City School System
for several years. She was a
member of Circle Six of the
First Christian Church,




Murray; one son, John
Galloway, Nashville, Tn.; one
brother, Robert L. But-
terworth, Mayfield; three
grandsons; numerous
relatives in the Murray area.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at two p. m.
at the chapel of the Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield, with
the Rev. Thomas Wright of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the Highland Park Cemetery
there.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take






The funeral•for Mrs. Porter
f Rubye E.) Chilcutt, 606
Sycamore Street, Murray,
was held Monday at one p. m.
at the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Jerrell White of-




Joe Morton, Hayden Rick-
man, Gary Evans, and Larry
Evans. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Chilcutt, age 62, died
Saturday at 7;15 p. m. at the
Murray-CalloWay County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Memorial Baptist
Church.
She is survived by her
husband, Porter, to whom she
was married June 9, 1933; one
daughter, Mrs. Billy (Shirley)
Smith, Murray Route Two;
one son, Charles Chilcutt,
Murray; two sisters, Mrs.
Christine Melton, Murray, and
Mrs. Novella Woodall,
Durham. N. C.; one brother,
Rupert Maynard, Murray;
four grandchildren, Billy Dale





W. L. (Bud) McClain of
Palmersville, Tn., died
Monday at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris, Tn.
He was 66 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Union Chapel
Church of Christ at
Palmersville, a retired far-
mer, and a former employee
of the Weakley County High-
way Department.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Mary Sithon McClain,
Palmersville; one sister, Mrs.
Rex Frields, Los Angeles,
Calif.; several cousins in-
cluding the families of Ed and
Corbett Rickman of Murray
and Calloway County.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at two p.m. at
the Bowlin Funeral Home,
Dresden, Tn., with Bro.
Garvin Brunclige officiating.
Burial will follow in the Sunset
Cemetery at Dresden.





"Fishers of Men" will be the
theme for the "KIDS
KRUSADE" to be held at
First Assembly of God. S. 16th
and Glendale Rd. beginning
Wednesday night and con-
tinuing through Saturday,
June 1-4. Services will be each
night at 7:00 p.m.
Songs, Bible stories, games
and prizes, and refreshments
will be featured each night
along with the following:
Wednesday night: Puppet
Play, Thursday night: Movie
entitled "Happiness Is,"
Friday night: Arts and Crafts,
Saturday night: Talent
Contest.
Pastor Jerry Hendley said
that all children are invited to
attend and for transportation
call 753-3940 or 7534%95.
Gov. Carroll Plans taws
To Prevent Recurrence
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Gov, Julian Carroll
says he will soon begin
drafting legislation aimed at
preventing a recurrence of the
conflagration that killed at
least 160 persons at a
Southgate, Ky. night club.
Carroll said Monday night
that he 'hopes to have his
proposals ready for the next
session of the Kentucky
General Assembly, which
convenes next January.
The governor said by
telephone from the state
capital in Frankfort that a
sprinkler system set off by
heat might have inhibited
Saturday night's fire suf-
ficiently to allow the patrons
at the Beverly Hills night club
to get out of the building,
located five miles south of
Cincinnati across the Ohio
River.
Furthermore, Carroll said
he believes "it's not asking
business establishments too
much to close down for
whatever period of time is
necessary to go back and
install safety devices,
sprinkler systems to insure
they would not experience the
kind of tragedy we've
experienced at Southgate.",
Since the club was rebuilt in
1970 after an earlier fire, a law
was enacted requiring
sprinklers in some new
buildings. However, the law
was not retroactive.
Earlier in the evening,
Carroll proclaimed a state of
mourning for 30 days because
of what he called "the worst
tragedy in Kentucky's
history."
He said that when the in-
vestigation is completed, "we
will have a better idea of the
kinds • of problems that
possibly contributed to the fire
in this instance and that will
help us take action to see that
this kind of thing doesn't
happen again."
Carroll said that fire safety
legislation should be for-
mulated for "large public
structures that cater to large
numbers of people and where
panic may contribute to loss of
life."
Carroll said that "gran-
dfathered businesses" —
those built prior to 1970 which
are not subject to the new
sprinkler requirements —
would have to make sub-
stantial investments to attain
current safety standards.
But, he added, "I heartecily
think the investment would
outweigh the kind of tragedy
that is potentially possible as a
rsult of not having up to date
fire safety devices."
Taxes . .
I Continued From Page 1)
—Income and motor vehicle
taxes paid by Kentucky
families were above the
national average.
In fact, Louisville's local
income tax was second to
Philadelphia, which had the
heaviest Such burden of about
50 cities analyzed.
This raised Kentucky's
average in income taxes.
However, when the figures
were adjusted for families
living where there are no
occupational taxes, the in-
come tax burden was about
even with the national
average.
—Property and cigarette
taxes were well under the U.S.
average at all income levels,
from $5,000 to $50,000 a year.
—The sales tax burden in
Kentucky was about equal to
the combined state-local sales
tax paid by families in other
states.
Lile compared his 1968 and
1974 studies and commented:
"The net effect of changes
was to reduce relative family
tax burdens, to lessen
regression to Kentucky and to
increase Kentucky's capacity
to export taxes to non-
residents."
He referred specifically to
changes in 1972 which
eliminated the 5 cent sales tax
on grocery food, the enact-
ment of the severance tax and
the increase in the corporation
income tax.
TVA To Ask High Court To Gov. Carroll To
Review Ruling On Dam Speak At Annual
•
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. AP)
— The -Tennessee Valley
Authority was to ask the U.S.
Supreme Court today to
review an appeals court
decision halting work on the
utility's $116 million Tellico
Dam because it threatens the
endangered snail darter.
Today was the final day for
petitioning the justices to
review a Jan. 31 decision by
the Sixth U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in Cincinnati halting
work on the nearly completed
dam inEast Tennessee, TVA
'I Don't Feel Like A
Hero,' Busboy Says
CINCINNATI (AP) — "I
don't feel like a hero," said
Walter Bailey, a guardian
busboy's attire to more than
1,000 survivors of the Beverly
Hills Supper Club fire.
The 18-year-old Alexandria,
Ky. youth has been deluged
with job offers and money
since his heroics Saturday
night when he warned, and
later rescued, many patrons
trapped in the fire which killed
at killed at least 160 Saturday
night.
Bailey watched his first
major league baseball game
Monday night at Cincinnati's
Riverfront Stadium. It was
one of many gestures of ap-
preciation offered to the
fatherless teenager who
jumped onstage to issue the
first warning to the crowd,
packed into the nightclub for a
Memorial Day weekend show
headlined by singer John
Davidson.
Bailey, his widowed mother
and three younger brothers
watched the baseball game
from seats provided by Cin-
cinnati Reds Manager Sparky
Anderson. They were guests of
Jeff Ruby, a 29-year-old
Cincinnati motel management
executive who was among the
last to escape the fire.
"He's accepted a job with us
as a lifeguard," said Ruby.
"Anybody who can save 1,000
people can work for us—with
or without a lifeguard cer-
tificate."
Earlier Monday Bailey said
he turned down a cash gift
from "an influential
businessman who wanted to
remain anonymous.
"I told him I wouldn't take
the money," Bailey said.
"Then he offered me a good
job. He was among the people
who got out. I guess he wanted
to do something," said Bailey,
who graduated from high
school last week.
"If,. that kid didn't take it
upon himself to make the
announcement, instead of 1.50
dead there would have been
only 150 survivors," said
Tiuby, a native of Asbury
Park, N.J., who was
celebrating a friend's bir-
thday at the supper club.
Bailey said he plans to work
as a lifeguard this summer
then enter college this fall.
His heroics didn't surprise
his mother, Janie Hogle, 40,
who suffered through hours of
anguish waiting for her son to
arrive home early Sunday.
From her groundlevel seats
behind home plate, she
recalled: "I was in hysterics
after I heard about the fire. I
knew how Walter feels about
people and I knew he would
try to save somebody. I feared
he had died in the fire. I was
holding his high school annual
to my chest when he walked
through the door at 4 a.m. I
screamed and cried. I didn't
know he was a hero, I just
knew he was alive.
"He's been a father figure to
this family since his father
died three years ago. He's
chipped in money and helped
me bring up the boys. I'm so
proud of him."
Mrs. Hogle, mother of five
boys, recently went to work as
a machinist for a Cincinnati
tool making company.
Bailey, who finished 12th in
diving at the Kentucky high
school state swimming meet a
year ago, reentered the
burning building after leading
fleeing patrons out through
the rear exit.
"I had to go back in. I
wanted to do what I could. I
knew where the doors were,"
he said.
The Bailey family's world
has become a whirlwind
existence since the fire.
"The phone has been
ringing off the hook,'' said
Mrs. Hogle.
chief counsel Herb Sanger
said here Monday.
4n an 19-page opinion
reversing a lower federal
court decision, the appeals
court ordered a permanent
injunction against completion
of the dam on membeds it
would destroy the habitat of
the three-inch fish, a member
of the perch family protected
under the federal Endangered
Species Act.
The appeals court's decision
and the darter have become a
cause celebre among en-
vironmentalists around the
country seeking to halt federal
projects.
"I don't think there is
anything we could say before
the Supreme Court that we
haven't already said, said
Charles A. Wagner III, a TVA
lawyer working on the appeal.
"If petition is granted to
rehear the case, our
arguments will be essentially
the same."
Sanger said TVA's petition
to the justices would claim the
Sixth U.SO. Circuit Court
seriously misinterpreted the
intent of the Endangered
Species Act.
He said the petition also
would point out that Congress
has continued to fund the dam
despite the injunction.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
71mes by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Heublein Inc. We unc
McDonald Corp. 40% -3/4
Ponderosa Systems 0% + 41
Kimberly Clark 43% -%
tinier Carbide 49% -4
W. P. Grace 
Texaco 36% uric




Jim Walters - We -%
Kirsdi 14% -%
Disney 32% -%
Franklin Mint 13 -4
Prices of stocks of local interest 
at
noon today furnished to the L
edger &




































The Murray City Street Department will again
pick up brush and debris for the residents of Murray
beginning immediately and continuing through
August 26. Residents should call 753-3790 for this
service as it is available only on a call-in basis.
The city will be divided by Main Street. The north
side will be picked up on Mondays and Tuesdays.
The south side will be picked up on Wednesdays,
Thursdays, and Fridays.
Citizens are asked to place all leaves, grass'
weeds, trimmings, etc., in plastic b
ags or con-
tainers. Brush should be neatly stack
ed in small
piles no longer than six (6) feet with ends facing the
street.
The Street Department is 
offering this free ser-
vice to fill a need created by the severe winter that
resulted in so much wirittr kill of shrubs and bushes.
•
FFA Convention
LOUISVILLE — Gov. Julian
M. Carroll will speak at
Kentucky's 48th annual
Future Farmers of America
(FFA) convention which will
be held June 8-10, at the Galt
House In Louisville.
Governor Carroll and Dr.
Morris Norfleet, president of
Morehead State University,
will speak on Friday morning,
June 10, prior to the con-
ferring of state farm degree
awards and the election of-new
FFA officers.
Over 1,000 FFA members
and their advisors are ex-
pected to attend the con-
vention which also highlights
awards presentations
Thursday evening to the FFA
star farmer, to winners of
public speaking contests and
to winners in 18 different
agricultural proficiency
areas, including beef and
dairy.
Kentucky's 163 FFA
chapters have a record
enrollment this year of 15,481
youths, all of whom are
enrolled in vocational
agricultural classes in their
local high schools. All are







Rickets, a deficiency disease
caused by a lack of vitamin D
in infancy or childhood, is al-
most unknown in Arctic or tro-
pical regions, where fish oils
are common in the diet, or




(AP) — The Dutch govern-
ment is trying to get the South
Moluccans holding some 60
hostages to give up their guns
as well as their prisoners in
exchange for a flight out of the
country, a Justice Ministry
spokesman said today in The
Hague.
Officials said the Moluccans
offered Monday to release
their prisoners if they were
supplied a plane to take them
to another country. The
Justice Ministry spokesman
said the Moluccans were told
they would have a better
chance of getting a plane crew
to take them if they also gave
up their weapons.
The terrorists did not reply
immediately, the spokesman
said.
He said the Moluccans have
made no mention for several
days of their demand that 21
South Moluccans imprisoned
for previous terrorist acts be
allowed to leave the country
with them. But "as far as we
know they still want the
release of the others," he
added.
There was no indication
where the Moluccans might
want to go or that any country
was willing to give them
refuge. One unconfirmed
report said they might ask to
go to Vietnam, but a gover-
nment spokesman said that
destination had not been
mentioned in the negotiations.
Seven to 10 Moluccan
extremists are holding bet-
ween 55 and 57 hostages on a
commuter train they took over
May 23 outside Assen, in
northeast Holland, while four
others are holding four
teachers in the Bovensmilde
elementary school 10 miles to
_
the south. The terrorists in the
school released 105 children
last Thursday and Friday
after many of them became ill
with a stomach ailment.
Doctors said seven of tbe
children were still
hospitalized but would be sent
home today or Wednesday.
There are some 40,000 South
Moluccan exiles in The
Netherlands. A small militant
faction has been carrying on a
sporadic campaign of
terrorism and sabotage since
1970 to call attention to their
demand for the independence
from Indonesia of their native
islands in the former Dutch
East Indies. But Indonesia has
made clear it is not going to let
the islands go, and the Dutch
government has given no
support to the independence
demand.
Psychiatrists are acting as
go-betweens in the
negotiations " with the
terrorists, which are being
carried on by telephone.
Meanwhile, about 2,000 troops
and police have cordoned off
the train and school, and an
army camp at Assen is sup-




Federal State Market News Service May
31, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 11 Buying Stations
ReCeW Act.1235 Zit. 700 Barrows &
Gilts .25 to .50 higher Sows steady
US 1-2300.3301k..  .142.7541M
IliS 1.420-241b•• • 542.504175
US 24 340-260 llis 
145,00.43.21US 3-4 MO-2410 lbs id:cease .
Sown
... .
US 1-2 270-35016s. ' 834.00-35.60
US 1-3 300-450 lbe 535.00-36.00





By F.J.L Blasmgarne, M.D.
0. Ms. S. Z. writes that she
"has been unlucky in love" and.
is a nervous wreck_
"My first husband was an
alcoholic and a gambler. He
died in an auto collision which
resulted from his driving while
intoxicated, and I am still pay-
ing off his debts.
"Then my second husband
turned out to be a homosexual,
and we divorced after a few
months of marriage.
"My problem: At long last, at
34 years of age and childless, I
have met a fine man who
wants to marry me. He repre-
sents security to me, and I
believe he would be a good
husband. However, my earlier
experiences make me wonder
if I should try marriage for a
third time."
A. You have had more than
your share of marital troubles.
At your age, you probably have
many years of life ahead, and
successful marriage could
bring you happiness and
security for a long time.
Even though you are now
older and hopefully more
mature than in earlier years. I
suggest that you consider
carefully what you expect from
marriage. Discuss this matter
with your physician. your
clergyman, or a marriage
counselor. You need to evalu-
ate what led you to choose your
former mates and why you
failed to detect their personal
problems prior to marriage.
Studies have shown that per-
mits with "problems" attract
each other. For example, psy-
choneurotics (emotional and
adjustment problems) tend to
marry other psychoneurotics.
So take stock of yourself and
your expectations. Get help
ahead of marriage. A more
wholesome, stable relationship
should result and bring you a
long and happy marriage.
0: Mrs. DE. wants to know if
there is any way of preventing
peeling following sunburn.
A. Peeling always follows a
severe sunburn and cannot be
prevented by any medication
or other preparations.
The' only way to prevent
peeling is to tan by limiting ex-
posure and increasing it grad-
ually. Using a lotion which ab-
sorbs some of the ultraviolet
rays is helpful.
MOVING SALE
Conrad's is Moving Back
To Paducah




At Drastically Reduced Prices
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